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Landowner Goals-Pelham Lake Park  
 

Please check the column that best reflects the importance of the following goals: 

 

Goal 

Importance to Me 

High Medium Low 
Do not 
Know 

Enhance the Quality/Quantity of Timber Products*     

Generate Immediate Income     

Generate Long Term Income     

Produce Firewood     

Defer or Defray Taxes   NA  

Promote Biological Diversity     

Enhance Habitat for Birds     

Enhance Habitat for Small Animals     

Enhance Habitat for Large Animals     

Improve Access for Walking/Skiing/Recreation     

Maintain or Enhance Privacy     

Improve Hunting or Fishing     

Preserve or Improve Scenic Beauty     

Protect Water Quality     

Protect Unique/Special/ Cultural Areas     

Attain Green Certification 

Other: 

    

*This goal must be checked "HIGH" if you are interested in classifying your land under Chapter 61/61A. 

 

In your own words, describe your goals for the property: 

 

 

Stewardship Purpose 
By enrolling in the Forest Stewardship Program and following a Stewardship Plan, I understand that I will 

be joining with many other landowners across the state in a program that promotes ecologically 

responsible resource management through the following actions and values: 

 

1. Managing sustainably for long-term forest health, productivity, diversity, and quality. 

2. Conserving or enhancing water quality, wetlands, soil productivity, carbon sequestration, 

biodiversity, cultural, historical, and aesthetic resources. 

3. Following a strategy guided by well-founded silvicultural principles to improve timber quality and 

quantity when wood products are a goal. 

4. Setting high standards for foresters, loggers and other operators as practices are implemented; and 

minimizing negative impacts. 

5. Learning how woodlands benefit and affect surrounding communities, and cooperation with 

neighboring owners to accomplish mutual goals when practical. 

 
Signature (s):   Date:  
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Executive Summary  
 

 
Figure 1: Bog bridges through wet sections of the property provide wonderful access 
and the opportunity to experience the forest. 

Pelham Lake Park is a treasured forest and lake landscape located in the heart of Rowe. 
From the shores of Pelham Lake, the forest stretches up the mountainside providing a 
range of ecotypes, places to explore, and habitat for wildlife. The ~15 mile trail network 
throughout the Park provides excellent access and is how most people experience the 
amazing forest here.  
 
The Park began in 1955 with a generous and visionary gift of land to the Town by Percy 
Whiting Brown. Inspired by Baxter State Park in Maine, Brown laid out a set of 
Covenants designating this core area as a wild nature preserve. Since then, the Town 
has added hundreds of additional acres, some with the Covenant stipulations, some 
not, to make the Park the amazing resource that it is today. Governed by an elected 
Park Commission that delegates much of the day-to-day management to the Park 
Manager, Pelham Lake Park is an excellent model for a community-run forest where 
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multiple values, management goals, and a sense of shared management interest 
overlap.  
 
This Forest Stewardship Plan is the result of a 5 month, community-centered planning, 
outreach, education, and consensus building process. In this Plan, we synthesize and 
condense the community’s ideas, visions, and goals into an actionable set of 15 
stewardship recommendations.  
 
These recommendations largely center around four key management areas:  

1. Trails and Recreation 
2. Forest Protection 
3. Active Management 
4. Forest Carbon 

 
These next 10 years have the potential to be quite transformative for the Park as its 
stewards seek to enhance the trails, get out ahead of a variety of forest threats, plan for 
the future, and begin some active forest management work focused on diversifying the 
age class structure and enhancing the old growth characteristics of this memorable 
forest.  
 

 
 
Figure 2: The bridge over Pelham Brook leads to a potential old growth enhancement 
area
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Section 2: Overview of the Pelham Lake Park- Town of Rowe 
 

2.1 Landscape and Regional Context 
 
Northern Franklin County along the Vermont border is a heavily forested and sparsely 
populated region with large blocks of interior forest habitat. Rowe is one of the least 
populated Towns in Massachusetts with a population of around 400 people. Rowe lies 
along the eastern bank of the Deerfield River, which is dammed near the Vermont 
border to form the Sherman Reservoir. The town is hilly, with two main ridges on either 
side of Pelham Brook. Near the southwest corner of town is Negus Mountain, along the 
western ridge, and along the eastern ridge lie Todd Mountain and Adams Mountain, 
the highest point in town. 
 

2.2 Property’s History, and History of Disturbance 

 
The history of Rowe is remarkably well-documented in The History of Rowe 
Massachusetts, 4th Edition, by Percy Whiting Brown and Nancy Newton Williams, et al. 
published by the Rowe Historical Society in 2006. It is a rich, historical narrative of 
Rowe beginning in 1744 with King George’s War and the establishment of Fort Pelham, 
and on through the pre-revolutionary war days, through the Revolution, the Town’s 
mining history, Rowe Yankee, and on to today.  
 
The anthropogenic impact of European settlement on Rowe dramatically altered the 
vegetation on the landscape here and we continue to work with these impacts today. 
Susan Alix Williams’ Wildflowers of Rowe, Massachusetts begins with a valuable 
discussion of how clearing, agriculture, and animal husbandry altered the vegetative 
assemblages on the Park. As the returning forests mature over the decades post-
agricultural and mining abandonment, we see native plant communities building as 
well.  
 
Much of Rowe was cleared in the 1800’s for sheep pasture and other agrarian pursuits. 
Old photos show fields, hedgerows, and dirt tracks crisscrossing what is now thick 
forest. The Town also has a significant history of mining. Apart from the physical 
alteration of the landscape, mining required massive quantities of fuelwood whose 
harvest furthered the clearing in and around what is now the Park. The Davis mining 
camp closed in 1911, at which point the pressure on the surrounding forests for 
intensive cutting would have receded. The forest ecosystem would have begun their 
natural succession phase at this point. 
 
In 1955, Percy Whiting Brown gifted the town 475 acres that would become the core 
area of the Park. His story is a wonderful and inspiring one whose legacy is very much 
with the Town to this day. Inspired himself by Percival Baxter’s work in Maine, he 
donated this core area of the Park to “forever be kept for and as a Town Forest and Park for 
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Public Recreation purposes…..[and] kept in their natural wild state and as a sanctuary for wild 
beasts and birds.” Baxter designated 14% (29,537 acres) of what would become Baxter 
State Park to be a “Scientific Forest Management Area” where sustainable forestry 
practices are tested and perfected. Brown did not make a similar designation and while 
some areas of Pelham Lake Park have been added to the Park outside of the original 
covenant restrictions, the core ethos of the Park and its management hue closely to 
Brown’s original words.  
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Figure 3: Page 2 of the Brown Covenant 
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Figure 4: Stonewalls evidence much of the Park’s agrarian past.  

 

2.3 General Property Overview 
 

Pelham Lake Park, The Park, is a relatively large tract of land, assembled carefully over 
time beginning with the Brown Gift in 1955. For a Town Park or Forest in 
Massachusetts, it is large and covers a wide array of ecotypes from the shores of Pelham 
Lake up to the rocky outlook on the side of Adams Mountain.  
 
Occupying most of the northern triangle of land between Pond Road and Davis Mine 
Road, the Park covers an altitudinal gradient from ~1400’ at Pelham Lake up to Adams 
Mountain at ~2,100’. Across this gradient we find an array of mostly hardwood forest 
featuring beautiful, and quite large, hardwoods, significant hemlock inclusions, and 
white pines towering over the main forest canopy in many areas.  
 
The central feature of the Park is its extensive and amazing network of recreational 
trails that are beloved by the Townspeople who use them for walking, mountain biking, 
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snowshoeing, cross country skiing, horseback riding, and trail running. A section of the 
trail network also serves as a connector for the regional snowmobile network of trails.  
Many of the trails are historic in nature- beginning with the Old Kings Highway in the 
southwestern part of the Park- and many follow old stone walls, pass by sheep pens, 
and cellar holes, or go near old mines.  
 
From a management perspective, the Park can be thought of in 2 ways: 
 

1. The core, Covenants Area of the Park where Percy Brown’s gift anchors all the 
parcels that the Town voted in under these restrictions. This includes the Brown, 
Stamford, Sibley, and Bouille Parcels.  
 

2. The non-Covenants area where hunting is permitted and there is more latitude 
for forest stewardship decision-making. These include The Oliver, Atwood, 
Cersosimo, Parkies, Kuzdizal, Esip, and Grieco Parcels.  

 
The theme of Covenants and Non-Covenants areas will run deep throughout this entire 
Forest Stewardship Plan as we seek to balance the spirit and intents of all these different 
parcel gifts and acquisitions with the Town’s consensus stewardship goals as 
articulated during this planning process.  
 

2.3.1 Location and Property Size:  
 
Located in the northwestern corner of Franklin County in Western Massachusetts, 
Rowe is a heavily forested Town that borders Vermont and is part of a forest corridor 
stretching from west-central Connecticut to the Canadian border. Aside from a few 
significant east-west highways, this is a relatively intact landscape with globally 
important forest connectivity, biodiversity, and wildlife habitat. The Green Mountain 
National Forest is a green keystone in this corridor, but many other conserved, or semi-
conserved ownerships, State Lands, Town Lands, and simply undeveloped forest make 
this swath of green what it is.  
 
The 1,345.44-acre Park occupies most of the northern triangle of land between Pond 
Road and Davis Mine Road. 1,264.14 of these acres are forested or part of the Park 
Headquarters and forested beach area with the remainder in Pelham Lake itself.  
 

2.3.2 Topography, Land Formation and Hydrology:  
 
The Park covers an altitudinal gradient from ~1400’ at Pelham Lake up to Adams 
Mountain at ~2,100’. Around the Lake, and near roads, the topography is gentle, 
although rock outcrops still protrude. Across most of the property, however, the 
topography is quite severe with lots of steep slopes, some small talus fields, and lots of 
small cliffs and outcrops.  
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Geologist Norman Hatch, Jr. provides a wonderful description of Rowe’s geology in his 
Chapter “Geologic History of Rowe” in The History of Rowe Massachusetts, 4th Edition. 
Most of the Park sits atop Moretown Formation bedrock with some areas north and east 
of the Lake featuring more prominent glacial deposits of sand and gravel.  
 
The hydrology of the Park is complex and includes many flashy mountain streams 
draining off the peaks of Adams and Todd, a set of more established brooks and 
wetlands in the lowlands, vernal pools, marshy areas, and of course, the Lake. Potter 
Brook and Tuttle Brook join forces right along the Park’s boundary and then flow 
together southwest into the Lake. Exiting the Lake, Pelham Brook then flows on to join 
the Deerfield River.  Davis Mine Brook has its headwaters in the eastern uplands of the 
Park. 
 

 
Figure 5: The Brook along the eastern edge of the Park- note the boundary sign on the 
hemlock. 
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Figure 6: Locus Map 
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2.4 Forest Soils and Site Productivity 
 
The United States Department of Agriculture classifies and rates soils, which they 
record in a Soil Survey for Franklin County. Site Index is a term used to describe the 
potential for trees to grow at a location or "site." The higher the index, the better the 
growth site is. The site index numbers vary across the Park with much of it having Red 
Oak Site Index of 60, and Sugar Maple Site Index 73. Site Index numbers are presented 
in Section 5: Stand Descriptions of this document. These metrics indicate the site’s 
suitability for the productive growth of the tree species found here. Overall, these are 
fertile, hill town soils that can grow great trees.  
 
Nearly 50% of the acres on the Park have soils in the Millsite-Westminster complex with 
steeper slopes and rocky conditions throughout. Swaths of Wonsqueak muck occupy 
the beaver complexes and wetlands. Across the rest of the property, the glaciers left an 
intricate array stony, glacial tills, and fine sandy loams. The soil map below shows this 
complexity. It is also interesting to note the relative homogeneity of the soils in the 
uplands as compared to the increasing complexity lower on the slopes of the 
mountains.  
 
All these soils derive from acidic glacial till that weathered in varying ways over time. 
The Marlowe, Peru, Shelburne, Ashfield, Berkshire, and Colton soils are deep, rich 
loams, which support productive growth of all trees. The Westminster-Millsite and 
Tunbridge-Lyman Series are shallow, droughty soils found on high slopes and 
mountain tops, which usually sprout extensive ledges, cliffs, and rock outcroppings. 
Trees grow slowly on these marginal soils. The Wonsqueak and Peacham organic muck 
soils anchor the wetlands and swamps throughout the Park. 
 
These soils have good structure and functionality, which makes all other forest 
ecosystem services possible. The soil functions beneath the forest floor include 
temperature regulation, carbon and nutrient cycling, water cycling and quality, natural 
"waste" (decomposition) treatment and recycling, and habitat building for most living 
things and their food. 
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Figure 7: Soils Map  
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Table 1: Soil Legend-Pelham Lake Park 
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2.5 The Forest Ecosystem: Dominant Forest Types and Ages 
 
The Park supports a mostly northern hardwood and oak forest that features a strong 
hemlock component with occasional pine and red spruce. Much of the understory has a 
distinctly northern hardwood feel to it with beech, hobblebush, and striped maple 
dominating.  They represent the common red oak-sugar maple -mixed hardwood 
transition forest mixed with the hemlock-northern hardwood forest and a small 
component of the true hemlock forest.  
 
The combination of all these distinct natural communities adds a diversity to the species 
composition, resiliency, and adaptability in the face of a changing climate. The black 
birch and red oak components bode well for climate adaptation here as this is a 
generally lower elevation and more southerly species that is projected to fair well under 
various climate change scenarios.  
 
The species composition across the property is distributed by basal area as follows: 
Hemlock (20.6%), northern red oak (17.8%), red maple (13.3%), red spruce (12.8%) and 
white pine (11.7%). 11 other prominent tree species round out the species composition 
here.  
 
The structure of the forest is varied, most is solidly closed-canopy, multi-layered and 
diverse. There are pockets where hemlock, oak, or spruce are nearly monodominant, 
but these seldom exceed a few acres in size.  
 
In terms of age, much of the core, covenant forest is likely ~100-120 years old with some 
pockets of likely older hemlock high on the ridges and older legacy hardwoods 
scattered throughout. On the slopes of Adams and Todd Mountains, some majestic, 
monster yellow birch, white ash, and red oak give a sense of what these trees can 
become given lengthy periods of time. Outside the core area, some forest management 
30-40 years ago has added in some younger forest. There are pockets of white pine, 
birch, and beech regeneration that is perhaps a bit younger, but overall, this forest is 
lacking in young forest.  
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Figure 8: Forest Stands and Features Map 
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Table 2: Forest Stands 

Stand # Acres Stand Type Description  

1 206.15 BB- 
Beech/Birch/Maple 

A nice northern hardwood forest with oak and swaths 
of younger forest developing after the most recent 
harvesting that took place prior to the Town’s 
ownership in the later seventies. There is a significant 
hemlock component throughout as well.  

2 182.17 HH-
Hemlock/Hardwood 

This is a complex mixed wood stand around the shores 
of Pelham Lake that gently climbs the lower elevations 
of Mt. Adams. Large pines figure prominently here, but 
hemlock and northern hardwoods share most of the 
growing space.  

3 292.55 BB- 
Beech/Birch/Maple 

This is the classic Pelham Lake Park Forest woods with 
lots of beech, red maple, and oak. Red oak still 
contributes 16% of the growing stock here. Pockets of 
hobblebush and beech abound and some of the largest 
yellow birches, ash and oak are found.  

4 193.29 HH- 
Hardwood/Hemlock 

The backside of Mt. Adams features a significant oak 
component, mixed terrain, and several small streams.  

5 125.22 HK-Hemlock This is an odd mixture where higher elevation hemlock 
dominates with red oak and other hardwood associates 
holding their own as well.  

6 7.59 SR-Spruce (Red) This small corner of the property features a completely 
distinct mix of large spruce with super-dominant pine 
mixed in.  

7 88.63 OR- Northern Red 
Oak 

Spanning two summits, this oak forest features lots of 
red oak, but also many small diameter maples, birch, 
cherry, and hophornbeam.  

8 63.77 HK- Hemlock In the lowland's northeast of the Lake, hemlock and 
yellow birch dominate this flatter terrain.  

9 60.24 WH- White Pine 
and mixed 
hardwoods 

Large white pines, oak, and beautiful pockets of white 
pine regeneration occupy this roadside Stand.  

10 33.54 SS- Shrub Swamp Concentrated mostly in the northern part of the 
property, these beaver-meadow wetlands feature old 
dams, ponds, alder, and other shrubs. The birding here 
is excellent.  

11 10.98 Park, Beach Area, 
tennis Courts, and 
Horse Ring 

This is the area around the driveway, the beach, riding 
ring, and park headquarters.  

12 81.30 Pelham Lake This is the lake- renowned for its fishing and birding.  
Total 1,345.44 
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2.5.1 The neighborhood forest context 
 
The Land Use Map (below) highlights the mapped and remotely sensed land uses of the 
area around Pelham Lake Park. It shows the forested nature of the region and the Parks’ 
centrality to it all at a neighborhood level.  
 

 
Figure 9: Neighborhood scale- land use and cover type map 
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2.6 Forest Health and Threats 
 
Trees grow and thrive by photosynthesis; therefore, more vigor equates to a generally 
healthier forest. In crowded forests trees compete for sunlight, water, and nutrients for 
their sustenance. This forest is crowded and overstocked within the sub-canopy layers 
of the forest stands. Overstory trees (the oldest trees here) have space around their 
crowns for expansion, the lower canopy layers are tightly packed with immature stems. 
Natural dominance forces the strongest and best hardwood and hemlock trees into the 
older cohorts through time, as the weaker or damaged stems die-off.  
 
More traditional forest health concepts have broadened as our understanding of the 
interconnectedness of the forest ecosystem has grown. Not only pests and diseases are 
considered threats to forest health, but we consider many other agents as health threats 
today. For examples, invasive plant intrusions to the native plant community threaten 
the symbiotic relationship of trees and their herbaceous, fern, fungal, and microbial 
associates in their ecosystem and prevent new tree growth. The extreme weather 
conditions driven by a changing climate in some cases threaten forest structure, tree 
vigor, and tree crown health as well.  
 
The two main forest health concerns for Pelham Lake Park are vulnerability of the 
hemlock component to Hemlock Wooly Adelgid (HWA, Adelges tsugae) and Elongate 
hemlock scale (EHS, Fiorina externa Ferris) and the trajectory of much of the forest 
toward a diseased beech forest. Eastern hemlock represents just over 20% of this forest 
and it occupies some of the most sensitive and vulnerable sites. It is a valuable species 
for habitat cover and nesting sites. Gratefully, during the inventory, we did not observe 
hemlock wooly adelgid nor elongate hemlock scale.  
 
Overall, the hemlock appears to be doing just fine- crowns are thick. Monitoring the 
hemlock here will be of utmost importance since a rapid decline would significantly 
impact the forest ecology here- from the light environments in the vernal pools, and 
along streams, to the overall aesthetic of the forest itself. See Figure 9 below.  
 
Unfortunately, thousands of immature beech suffering with beech bark disease linger in 
the forest, taking precious nutrients from other stems. Beech Bark Disease (BBD) is 
widespread, and severe on the property where beech is a component. BBD is the 
outcome of an insect-fungus complex, which results when a non-native beech scale 
insect (Cryptococcus fagisuga) feeds on beech bark, creating cracks through which native 
canker fungi (Nectria canker) can enter the tree. 50-85% of infected beech trees generally 
die within 10 years of infestation. The effects of the disease are severe cankering on 
beech trees, deformation of the stem, and eventual tree death. Many beeches, both large 
and small, are infected with this disease across the property. However, there is the 
occasional, larger beech that seems to have some resistance. These trees should be 
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protected from any management activities. Many have years of bear claw marks on 
them.  
 
A third area of forest health concern is the small infestation of exotic invasive plants in 
the northern tip of the Park. State-wide, exotic invasive plants are a serious 
management concern and significant threat to the biodiversity of our woods, fields, and 
ponds/lakes. The Park is almost entirely invasive-free, and it would be great to keep it 
that way to protect the broad array of plant diversity that thrives here and to properly 
support the creatures that feed on these plants. With that in mind, we recommend a 
focused control effort to remove these plants.  
 
During the spring of 2016, a dramatic decline of eastern white pine was observed 
throughout Southern New England. Needles of mature trees become straw‐colored to 
brown before they are prematurely shed from the canopy. In some cases, only a few 
main branches are symptomatic, whereas on other trees, the entire canopy exhibits the 
symptoms. On this property, the pines appear to have retained their vigor nicely- this is 
likely due to their being generally well-spaced which allows for airflow and reduced 
fungal threat. As small pocket of pine regeneration, like those in Stands 6 and 9, grow 
larger, we recommend thinning them to allow rapid, well-spaced development and 
hence more vigor in the face of these threats. This will likely be an activity for the 2030-
2040 planning period.  
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Figure 10: Hemlock provides important shade and hence temperature regulation to 
streams like this on in Stand 1 

 

2.7 Quality and Variety of Habitat  

 
Forest habitat connotates the idea that Pelham Lake Park is a place in which trees and 
other organisms live. Our acceptance of the community-level and biodiversity 
conservation approach to forest habitat frames the following discussion. This site 
supports an array of habitat types, some of which can be enhanced via thoughtful 
stewardship work.  
 
Tall, maturing hemlock and white pine trees provide terrestrial habitat elements in 
unique ways. As a food source, they provide seeds, needles and buds, bark, and the 
insects that can be gleaned from their substrates. Seed provides a food source for bird 
species such as red-breasted nuthatch, common grackle, and evening grosbeak. Black-
capped chickadees glean insects from white pine bark, needles, and twigs. Pine and 
hemlock seeds are a food source for eastern chipmunk, gray squirrel, red squirrel, 
northern and southern flying squirrels, and white-footed mouse. They are an 
emergency winter food source for herbivores such as white-tailed deer, and the 
porcupine is well-known for its tree-barking habits on white pine and winter needle 
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browsing on hemlock. In many trees, the rectangular-shaped excavations of foraging 
pileated woodpeckers searching for carpenter ants are easily seen as well. 
 
The Eastern hemlock stocking significantly increases the shelter and foraging value of 
the resulting overstory canopy and as well as horizontal cover value for wintering 
white-tailed deer. The large white pine stems (usually > 18 inches diameter) with a 
decaying central core are valuable habitat elements to large-bodied cavity excavators 
such as pileated woodpecker and other cavity dwellers such as the barred owl, tufted 
titmouse, bats, red and gray squirrels, and flying squirrels. Exfoliated plates of white 
pine bark often shelter to many bat species. Northern goshawk, great horned owl, and 
common raven all use larger white pine trees, among others, in which to nest up against 
the tree bole. Red squirrels will often construct stick nests in the upper canopy of white 
pine stands. The scattered hardwood inclusions improve avian habitat diversity 
compared with pure pine stands. 
 
Coarse woody material lying on the ground slowly recycles nutrients trapped in the 
wood and provides food and habitat. The list of organisms dependent on this coarse 
woody material (CWM) for habitat or as a food source includes bacteria, fungi, lichens, 
mosses, invertebrates (termites, ants, beetles, and snails), amphibians, birds, and 
mammals. Large fragments of CWM that provide such habitat for herbs, shrubs, and 
trees are called nurse logs.  
 
Dotting the forest is a rich array of vernal pools. These provide specialized habitat for 
an array of vernal pool obligate creatures such as fairy shrimp, salamanders, and frogs.  
 
The stratified forest on this site currently supports particularly strong bird habitat 
values. Outside the Covenants Areas, timber harvesting 30-40 years ago added 
structural diversity to the forest. Some of this structure, the young forest habitat found 
in the north end of the Cersosimo Parcel, is aging out of usefulness for the wildlife that 
uses it during this stage of development.  
 
During our early spring inventory, we observed black throated green warbler, robin, 
oven bird, wood thrush, hermit thrush, crow, winter wren, and scarlet tanager.  Local 
birders keep close tabs on the avian residents and visitors here- during our inventory 
work one birder clued us in to an American Bittern that was calling in the northern 
reaches of the wetlands by Cyrus Stage Road.  
 
Other important songbird habitat attributes found here include: a thick, rich, partially 
decomposing leaf and needle layer (supports invertebrate and insect populations for 
substrate foraging), the dense thickets of young hardwood and white pine seedlings 
and saplings (cover and nesting sites for birds such song chestnut sided warblers), and 
the statuesque white pine trees (owl and bird of prey nesting and perching sites). 
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One measure of this forest ecosystem’s functionality is the richness and diversity of 
habitats. Species diversity (high number of species), ecosystem diversity (the variety of 
physical environments and biotic communities on this landscape), and genetic diversity 
(unique organisms within a species necessary for long term survival against climate 
change) all interconnect here. 
 
The Massachusetts Department of Fisheries and Wildlife and The Nature Conservancy 
developed the BioMap2 project- a strategic tool for the support of biodiversity 
protection. It defines landscapes that are most critical for the long-term sustainability of 
rare and other native species and their habitats and natural, diverse communities. The 
BioMap2 identified the Park and surrounding area as Critical Natural Landscape. 
Furthermore, most of the Park is Core Forest Habitat. These valuable, resilient 
landscapes across Pelham Lake Park are necessary for the long-term persistence of rare 
species, exemplary natural communities, intact ecosystems, and Species of 
Conservation Concern (species that meet the criteria for protection under the 
Massachusetts Endangered Species Act). 
 

2.8 Unique Physical and Cultural Features   
 
This common farm abandonment land use pattern played out across much of the 
Pelham Lake Park Woods. Stonewalls, wire fencing, and modified soil profiles attest to 
the agricultural past. These old fields grew into dense, complex, and highly resilient 
forests. The historic legacies of stone piles in old mowing, animal pens, cellar holes, and 
barn foundations all tell the tale of European Settlers’ past here. Before that, indigenous 
peoples of the Mahican tribe used these uplands as fishing and hunting grounds. These 
peoples’ presence on the land is less obvious today, but it is important to remember and 
acknowledge their presence here.  
 
The property is currently used by the Rowe Elementary School community for 
educational programs, which connects it to the children of Rowe’s sense of place. 
Wandering out of your school and into the enchantment of the vernal pools and quiet 
beauty of spring wildflowers stays in a child's mind. We recommend enhancing and 
increasing the frequency of this experience for the children.  
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Figure 11: An outdoor classroom in the thick hemlock along Davis Mine Brook.  
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Figure 12: BioMap2 displaying the landscape-wide habitat conditions for protection 
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2.9 Recreational Uses 

 
There are three primary recreational areas of use of the Park: 

1. The beach and surrounding picnic areas, tennis courts, and riding ring area.  
2. Fishing on the Lake and some hunting in the Non-Covenant Areas, and 
3. The extensive recreational trial network 
 

While the beach is the most visible and gets the most intensive use, the trail network is 
the heart and soul of the Park that connects all its unique features, forest types, history, 
and recreational uses. The trails are also the feature that is most relevant to a Forest 
Stewardship Plan.  
 
On the trails, the people of Rowe walk, run, mountain bike, fat bike, horseback ride, 
snowshoe, and ski. The trails cover all types of terrain and all forests and provide for 
1,000’s of annual recreation hours for the Townspeople. Walking the woods, you are 
never more than 1500’ from an established trail- this means that while much of the 
woods remains relatively wild and untrodden, by walking the trails, you can gain a 
comprehensive appreciation of all the forest types that this property supports.  
 
There is a fantastic trail map that is currently available, but improvements since its 
publication mean that there are new trails not shown on the map. As part of the Plan, 
we are recommending updating the map and digitizing it for modern uses on 
smartphones.  
 
Maintenance of the trails is currently a nearly all-consuming task for the Park Manager 
year-round and for summer seasonal staff when available. Maintenance schedules, 
areas in need of improvement, and best practices are currently kept in an informal 
system of notes and individuals’ memories. We recommend developing a section-by-
section, mapped database system to track the trails, their maintenance, and the plan for 
future improvements and re-routes.  
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Figure 13: One of many bridges that protect small streams and wetlands on the Park 

 
Figure 14: A custom-cut boardwalk along Pelham Brook provides stream-side access 
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Figure 15: The Tuttle-Potter Brook confluence, a bridge connects the beach area to the 
rest of the trails 

 

2.10 Property Boundaries 
 
Pelham Lake Park is composed of 11 parcels acquired over a 65-year period. As such, 
the boundaries are complicated, sometimes not immediately clear, and exhibit varying 
levels of evidence. A review or mapping of the perimeter was not conducted under the 
mandate of the Forest Stewardship management Plan project. 
 
Stonewalls, old wire fence, and some blazes provide evidence. Also, the Park has 
installed a series of Park signs along many exterior boundaries as well as along the 
interior boundary between the covenant and non-covenant areas.  
 

2.11 What value or role does the Pelham Lake Park play in relation to other protected 
lands and the broader forested landscape? 
 
The Nature Conservancy designated the 76,499-acre block south of the Pelham Lake 
Park as Tier 1 Matrix Forest Block (TNC Tier 1 Matrix Forest) Matrix sites are large 

https://databasin.org/datasets/68c240fb9dc14fda8ccd965064fb3321
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contiguous areas whose size and natural condition allow for the maintenance of 
ecological processes, viable occurrences of matrix forest communities, embedded large 
and small patch communities, and embedded species populations.  
 
Matrix community types are often influenced by regional-scale disturbances such as 
hurricanes, insect outbreaks, or other extreme weather events. They are important as 
“coarse filters” for the conservation of most common species, wide-ranging 
fauna such as large herbivores, predators, and forest interior birds. The size and natural 
condition of the matrix forest allows for the maintenance of dynamic ecological 
processes and meet the breeding requirements of forest interior songbird species. 
Furthermore, they aid in climate change adaptation by allowing species to move across 
gradients of ecological values.  
 
Somewhat oddly, TNC’s analysis did not reach north to include the Park. However, the 
Park is clearly part of a largely network of vast, relatively unfragmented forest blocks- 
an increasing rarity in New England. As such it is important at a regional scale that this 
Park be maintained as a diverse, forested place.  
 
The Surrounding Land Use Map (below) highlights the greenspace connectivity of the 
area as well and the importance that this forest plays in it. This map demonstrates this 
land’s proximity to numerous other properties with long-term protection through 
Conservation Restrictions and classification under Chapter 61/61A/61B inclusive of 
woodlots, farms, abandoned farms, and habitat refuge zones.  
 
The Covenants areas enjoy the protections offered by the Brown Gift, and all parcels 
have clear stipulations under which they were voted into Town ownership by the 
people of Rowe. However, the entire property could benefit from more formal 
conservation via a Conservation Restriction if the Town were ever interested in that 
type of forest protection.  
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Figure 16: Surrounding Land Use Map 
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2.12 Property Impact of Proposed Forest Stewardship and Sustainable Forestry 
Practices 
 
Throughout our Stakeholder Outreach and Listening Session Process that has driven 
the creation of this plan, Rowe residents articulated their vision of the future forests on 
Pelham Lake Park. The proposed stewardship of these lands will have a positive impact 
on the surrounding habitat reserves and the ecosystem services and goods that they 
provide. The proposed sustainable forestry practices detailed in this plan increase the 
vigor and health of the forest ecosystem and mitigate anticipated climate changes. 
Forest condition and health improvement measures also enhance the quality of native 
habitat attributes. 
 

2.13 How will Management impact the local and regional rural economy? 
  
The local and regional economy may benefit from an increase in recreational use of the 
site and its positive influence on the health and well-being of the community. Folks 
from outside Rowe increasingly use the trails that provide a wonderful space to enjoy 
nature and healthy exercise. With its proximity to nearby conserved areas and State 
Forests, this forest could be an additional stop for a birding tour, or a day of activity for 
a family vacationing in the region.  
 
If, and when, forest goods are harvested in the future, local mills, contractors, and 
firewood processors could benefit from this local, sustainable resource growth and 
wealth creation. 
 
Many of the recommendations in this Plan revolve around trails. Building trails, trail 
signs, kiosks, and bridges all generate economic activity in the area. During the 
summer, the Park employees a seasonal staff of local young adults who in turn 
contribute to the local economy. Furthermore, the year-round position of Park Manager 
creates its own economic effects. Carrying out the Stewardship activities in this plan 
will generate more work in this regard and contribute meaningfully to the local and 
regional economies.  
 

2.14 Forest Resilience (FR) 
 
As humans understand more about the importance of our forests to our health and our 
ability to mitigate the coming crisis of climate change, forest resilience (FR) becomes 
critical for forest ecosystems. FR means the capacity of a forest to respond to 
disturbances (natural and fabricated) by resisting long term damage or stress and 
recovering quickly to full functionality and the provision of the goods and benefits that 
all life needs. 
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FR has historically been high on the Park property. These woods have minimal insect 
and pest invasions, and even mitigable invasive plant issues. One cannot forget the loss 
of forest as forest (either through unsustainable harvest practices or development) as a 
threat in the future. We have determined FR is high on this forest because of a set of 
conditions that are summarized in the following chart. Rowe residents rank this FR as 
one of their top stewardship goals.  
 
Table 3: Forest Resilience Indicators in Pelham Lake Park 

Forest Condition Why and how this supports High FR 

Long term legal 
protection 

Town owned and largely preserved from change of use- will 
always support a forest.  
-See the Discussion of Covenant vs. Non-Covenant areas.  

Good soil structure 
and integrity 

No recent excessive compaction or erosion so it cycles nutrients, 
holds water, provides stable banks to wetlands, and supports 
microorganism activity to build fertility 

High biodiversity Linear relationship to FR, tree species thriving here are well- 
suited to increasing temperatures of future. The black birch and 
oak components are particularly promising.  

Connectivity Forest is a part of a large forest block where animal and plant 
species can move relatively freely 

High water quality Trail system respectfully avoids and protects vernal pools, 
spring seeps, water courses and wetlands, dense forest cover in 
all riparian filter strips 

Community support Vocal and engaged residents who care about the future of this 
forest and are willing to learn and advocate for its stewardship 

Size and range of 
habitat  

Assisted migration is possible across the wide gradient of 
conditions here 

Older forest Well-established and aging forests provide refugia on the 
landscape and act as sources for forest recovery by providing 
seed, nutrient, wildlife breeding grounds, and aesthetic anchors 
in a changing world.  

 

2.15 Pelham Lake Park and Carbon 

 
Scientists have known for a long time that trees suck CO2 out of the air to live and build 
their structural tissues. Even though scientific research is ongoing at a furious pace, 
there is still no solid fact base for how to treat forest for their use as optimal carbon 
sinks. Some of the science we know now is: 
 

• Mature forests hold more carbon 

• Young forests accumulate carbon fast 
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• Stable, well-structured soils hold a high percentage (~50%) of the carbon that is 
in the forest carbon pool 

• Letting forests grow maximizes carbon storage as the forest grows older, but it 
opens a vulnerability to dramatic and rapid loss of carbon in the event a major 
natural catastrophe occurs and loses of some of the sequestration effects of 
younger forest growth 

• A balance of different aged trees, growing at different rates, is good for a carbon 
sink’s functionality 

• The embodied carbon of long-term wood products has a positive replacement 
effect when they substitute for steel, plastics, or concrete 

• There is much we do not know and keeping a resilient portfolio of trees of 
unusual species and sizes likely remains a very solid strategy 

 
Pelham Lake Park is acting as a good carbon sink right now but could be enhanced. 
Close monitoring and a thoughtful diversification of age classes over time will enhance 
this value. The Town’s commitment to extended periods between intentional forest 
disturbances and minimization of economics as a decision criterion for forest 
stewardship guarantee high functionality for both carbon accumulation and storage. 
 
A carbon project is considered additional if one can show that the proposed forestry 
activity within the forest carbon sink removes more greenhouse gas emissions than 
other alternative forestry activities commonly undertaken locally. Your community 
would be required to show that a community-approved sustainable forestry practice 
sequesters more carbon than a “business as usual” approach. The silvicultural projects 
that would involve harvesting would easily demonstrate additionality.   
 

Section 3: Forest Stewardship Overview 
 

3.1 A New Paradigm for Community-based Forest Stewardship 
 

Thanks to the financial and logistical support from the Massachusetts Executive Office 
of Energy and Environmental Affairs, this Forest Stewardship Plan and the community 
outreach, education, and listening processes that have driven its creation are together 
creating a new paradigm for community-based forest stewardship in Massachusetts. 
This Plan is part of the pilot project here and has yielded many promising results for 
future work. Here, we summarize what is new and special about this work. 
 
3.1.1 Community-based forestry is a participatory approach to forest management that 

strengthens communities’ capacity to protect and enhance their local forest ecosystems.  

 
Although community forestry is difficult to define, the Forest Stewards Guild has 
identified some important characteristics: 
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• Community forestry begins with protecting and restoring the forest. 

• Residents have access to the land and its resources and participate in land 
management decisions. 

• Resource managers engage the knowledge of those living closest to the land in 
developing relationships with the forest. 

• Forestry is used as a tool to benefit and strengthen community ties to the forest. 

• Cultural values, historic use, resource health, and community needs are 
considered in management decisions. 

• Decision-making is open, transparent, and inclusive. 
 
The Mohawk Trail Woodlands Partnership funding for this Forest Stewardship 
Management Plan mandated community discussions for the identification of the goals 
for their forest ecosystems and their education about sustainable forestry practices upon 
them. Through these efforts we determined that public participation is a necessary 
component of sustainable forestry practices in Rowe. Town residents have a wide range 
of knowledge, interests, and levels of involvement regarding forestry. Yet they all share 
a love, an appreciation, and a desire to protect Pelham Lake Park. They live here and 
depend on these forests for social, spiritual, recreational, and cultural sustenance. Who 
is better qualified to manage their futures? 
 

The Park Commission is uniquely well-suited to oversee the monitoring process of the 

forest ecosystems through time, addresses issues in the forest landscape as they arise, 

and  hold future Select Boards accountable for the implementation of community-based 

sustainable forestry practices on these lands that reflect  the Town values for and needs 

from the forest ecosystem today and in the future. The Park Manager is the point 

person on all these activities and serves as a de-facto community liaison for all things 

Park-related.  

 

3.1.2 An Ecosystems Services Framework 
 
Based upon the results of a community survey, this plan, and the community 
connectivity its creation has facilitated introduce and pilot a new paradigm for the 
decision-making process about forest stewardship and the use of sustainable forestry 
practices. Similar processes have unfolded in other forests (For example, Deal, Smith, 
and Gates: Ecosystem services to enhance sustainable forest management in the US: 
moving from forest service national programs to local projects in the Pacific Northwest, 
United State Forest Service, 2017) but our work here is new in our Massachusetts 
context. We think it is promising worth expanding as more community's grapple with 
how to manage their forests.  
 
When viewed from a landscape scale and in accordance with the wishes of the Forest 
Stewardship Planning Survey (Rowe, May 2020) respondents, this document provides 
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guidance for the stewardship of your “special place” under the framework of ecosystem 
services and ecological function. With this paradigm, your community can more 
effectively address the challenges facing forests and ensure a healthy, resilient forest 
ecosystem now and in future generations. 
  
It is commonly recognized the healthy and resilient forest ecosystems deliver goods and 
benefits to people through their natural processes. Your community voiced the desire 
to implement sustainable forestry practices only when they will support ecological 
function and the continual delivery of its essential services. The Millennium 
Ecological Assessment (MEA 2005- www.milleniumassessment.org) defined these 
benefits and services with the following four categories: 
  
1. Provisioning - the “goods” such as timber products and fuelwood that humans rely 
on 
 
2. Regulating – the cycles that maintain our livable world with water purification, 
oxygen production, climate stabilization (CO2 uptake), and pollination 
 

3. Cultural- these make our world a place we want to live in -aesthetic and spiritual 
enjoyment of nature, recreational opportunities, solace, and educational opportunities 
 

4.Supporting- the underlying natural processes in a forest that maintain the conditions 
for life on earth such as soil formation, nutrient cycling, carbon uptake 

  
The Forest Stewardship Planning Survey (Rowe, May 2020, LV and WFRM) and the 
Rowe Forest Stewardship Planning Workshops (Zoom Platform, June 3, 2020, and 
August 27, 2020) supplied a clear, condensed set of goals and aims for the stewardship 
of your Town forests. This plan proposes a set of sustainable forestry practices (SFPs) 
that are realistic given the Town’s finite human resources, time, and financial resources. 
These SFP’s were decided in terms of ecological outcomes such as improving forest 
ecosystem function, increasing forest resilience, and supporting or enhancing goods 
and services provided to the community. Marketable timber goods were consistently 
ranked as the lowest priority.  
 

3.2 Management Goals 2020-2030 
 
The community stated the following goals for the forest stewardship on Pelham Lake 
Park forests for 2020 to 2030: 
 

1. Sustain biological richness defined as all forms of life within the forest and their 
ecological roles and the different ecosystems, landscapes where they function, 
species, and genetic codes present here now. 
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2. Sustain the ecological services and benefits provided to humans from these 
forests defined as: 

a. Social and emotional goods- support well-being, relaxation, spiritual 
sustenance, study of nature, and recreational opportunities. 

b. Hydrologic cycle through which forests absorb water from soil and 
atmosphere and return it and filter it for its improved quality 

c. Soil quality and function as forests filter toxins before they enter the soils, 
anchor soils in place, support microbial and microorganism activity to 
build soils, which support all life. 

d. Climate Regulation - protect and promote the forests’ use as a carbon sink 
that pulls CO2 out of the air via photosynthesis, accumulates and 
sequesters carbon, and stores it in boles, leaves, branches, and roots 
thereby mitigating the threats of climate change. 

e. Economic goods- timber products and fuelwood- lowest priority objective 
but still some members of the community value these goods and services. 

f. Cultural values-some of the history of Rowe is held on these lands. 
 

3. Sustain forest resilience. 
 

4. Promote the health and productive capacity of the forest trees and regenerate 
these forests to perpetuate their ecological benefits and function. 

 
5. It is important to highlight the objective of the protection and enhancement of the 

trail system throughout the Park. 
 

3.3 Sustainable Forestry Practices 
 
This Plan represents the distillation and synthesis of the work we and Town have done 
during our Forest Stewardship Planning Workshop, the Community Forest 
Stewardship Survey, and the many conversations related to this project that we have 
had with community members over the phone, in person, and on individual emails. It is 
inclusive and it is ambitious.  
 
Your implementation of these strategies depends upon the Town’s commitment to 
Forest Stewardship, the availability of grants and funding, and your community’s 
ability to reach consensus and work together in the future. Individual and unique 
Sustainable Forestry Practices that might achieve your stated goals within the Park are 
presented in 4 categories below and further described in Table 4. 
 
Trails and Recreation:  
1. Complete a trail assessment and fine-grained mapping project  
2. Develop a trails maintenance database and mapping system 
3. Install updated trail signs 
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4. Install Trail Kiosks 
5. Re-route overly steep or direct ascent trail sections and retire the older trails with 
maintenance challenges 
6. Install a boardwalk in beaver meadow near riding ring 
7. Consider re-opening the trail that connects the Western Viewpoint with the White 
Tail Trail.  
 
Forest Protection 
1. Control the small populations of exotic invasive plants and continue to check possible 
hotspots annually.  
2. Develop a property boundary and Covenants/Non-Covenants boundary evidence 
and signage maintenance program 
3. Install a small guardrail along the Davis Mine Road to protect the bog 
4. Develop a Park Policy Statement around land acquisition and potential partnerships 
to help move that forward 
5. Identify 4-8 healthy ash trees with a mix of sexes to be treated for resistance to 
Emerald Ash Borer 
6. Install a feasible number of Hemlock Health monitoring plots to annually look for 
signs of Hemlock Wooly Adelgid and Elongate Hemlock Scale.  
 
Active Management 
1. Where feasible outside the Covenants areas, install 10-20 acres of early successional 
habitat 
2. Within the Covenants area, install an Old Growth Forest Enhancement Area with 
educational signage and a new trail.  
3. Where pine and spruce are present, aid and enhance their vigor with the release of 
their crowns via fellings, girdlings, or potentially extracting some timber 
4. In oak areas where regeneration is lacking, underplant red and white oak seedlings to 
assure oak’s continued presence into the future.  
 
Forest Carbon 
1. Explore the development of a forest carbon project on Pelham Lake Park
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Table 4: Sustainable Forestry Practices Recommendations:  

Stand  Forest Type Forest Management Recommendation Extent of Practice Timing  What goals and 
objectives will these 
practices enhance or 
promote? 

8, 9, 10 HK, WH, SS Control exotic invasive plants  3-5 acres in northern 
tip of property. Work 
with Town to treat 
just across Pond Road 

2021 Protect biodiversity-
Restore ecological 
function and reduce 
threat to un-infested 
forest 

All All Complete a trail assessment and 
mapping project 

Property-wide 2021 Sustain ecological 
benefits to people-
Enhanced trail 
experience.  
Sustain ecological 
goods with protection 
of the hydrologic cycle 
and water quality and 
soil integrity and 
function- reduce soil 
erosion and reduce 
unnecessary trail 
impacts 

All All Develop a trails database and 
mapping system to inform and track 
maintenance activities 

Property-wide 2021 More efficient and 
improved maintenance 
of trails to increase soil 
stability and enhance 
recreational and 
spiritual experience of 
the woods  
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All All Install updated trail signs-explore 
needs for directional, 
interpretive/educational, trail head 
location, and use permissions 

Property-wide 2021 Enhance trail 
experience and reduce 
prohibited uses to 
preserve soil structure 

2,3,4,8 HH, BB, 
OH-HK, HK 

Install trail kiosks 8 small kiosks 
5 medium kiosks 

2021 Enhance trail 
experience and reduce 
prohibited uses to 
preserve soil structure 

2, 3 HH, BB Re-route overly direct trails to better 
fit with topography and responsible 
trail layout principles 

2000-3000 feet of trail 2022 Water quality and soil 
function protection-
Reduced runoff and a 
more enjoyable 
recreational experience 

8, 10 HK, SS Install a 1500’ lollipop boardwalk into 
beaver meadow complex and install 
bird blinds and a viewing tower- 
ambitious and costly projects 

1500’ 2022 Enhanced appreciation 
of nature and 
responsible, 
concentrated use of 
delicate wetland areas 

2 HH Install a 20-acre, old growth forest 
enhancement reserve area between 
the Pelham Brook and Lakeview 
Trails 

20 acres 2021-
2024 

Accelerate 
development of 
structural complexity 
and provide 
educational 
opportunities in 
keeping with the 
Brown covenant.  

1 BB Install a 10 acre early successional 
habitat area in the core of the Stand 

10 acres 2025 Increased early 
successional habitat 
and forest resilience  
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6 SP A) Remove all/some of overstory to 
release spruce and pine regeneration, 
or 
B) Practice an irregular shelterwood 
system to grow new cohort of pine 
and spruce 

6 acres 2025 Enhance pine/spruce 
to increase tree species 
diversity 
Increase resilience and 
biodiversity 

9 WH Expand gaps around pockets of pine 
regeneration by felling or girdling 
trees 

2 acres 2023 Enhance pine 
component 

2,3 HH, BB Under plantings of red oak seedlings 
across wide swath of forest landscape 

200 acres +/- 2020-
2030 

Increase biodiversity, 
enhance forest 
resiliency to climate 
change 

4 HH Install 2, 5-acre patches to regenerate 
birches, oak, and pine.  

10 acres 2025 Diversify age classes of 
trees other than beech 
 

2 HH Identify and treat 4-8 white ash trees 
to inoculate them against Emerald 
Ash Borer.  

~6 trees 2021 Preserve ash as a 
component of the 
forest to maintain 
biodiversity  

9 WH Install a guardrail along edge of 
roadside pitcher plant bog 

100’ of guardrail 2022 Protect rare, 
threatened, and 
endangered species 
 

5, 8  HH, HK Install 3-6 hemlock monitoring plots 
and develop monitoring protocol  

1 acre 2021 Protect biodiversity  

All All Develop property boundary and 
covenant area boundary maintenance 
schedule and begin replacing signs. 
Use Aluminum nails and leave lots of 
growing room. 

Miles 2021-
2030 

Protect biodiversity 
values 
Reduce trespassing 
and incorrect uses 
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NA NA Pursue strategic opportunities for 
acquisition of more Park land 
 

NA Ongoing Sustain and enhance 
the ecosystem services 
and benefits that the 
Park provides 

1,2,3,4 BB,HH, BB, 
HH 

Plant red and white oak seedlings 
planting in the understory of the oak 
and mixed hardwood groves. Red oak 
is not germinating seed and develop 
seedlings here, and it is an essential 
and important component of the 
future forest ecosystem. White oak is 
slightly off-site here but would be a 
nice addition in preparation for a 
changing climate.  
 

Scattered pockets 
through 20-60 acres 

2025+ Sustain biological 
richness. 
 
Sustain 
Forest Resilience. 
 
Increase 
Forest Productivity.  
 
Sustain ecological 
function-Climate 
Mitigation. 
 

All All Explore the feasibility of the 
participation in a carbon offset 
program with the use of the PLP 
forest ecosystem as a carbon sink. If 
feasible gather support for 
implementation. 

Forest ecosystem  Sustain ecological 
function-Climate 
Mitigation. 
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3.3.1 Legal Responsibilities 

 
The implementation of any of the proposed sustainable forestry practices from trail 
development to silviculture must comply with all Massachusetts general laws. The 
Conservation Commission holds jurisdiction over any activity within 100-feet of any 
open water, stream, or spring seep sites and 200-feet within wetlands (MGL Chapter 
131). The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife has jurisdiction over any 
designated priority habitat for rare, threatened, and endangered species (MESA). The 
Department of Conservation and Recreation has jurisdiction of any forest landscape 
silviculture or timber harvest work (MGL Chapter 132). 
 
It is understood by all parties involved in the preparation and execution of this plan 
that prior to the commencement of any sustainable forestry practices that impact areas 
subject to regulation,  a review of the critical aspects of these projects will be undertaken 
by all appropriate agencies and Boards. Due process (form filings with appropriate 
offices, permit applications if necessary, notifications, site reviews, et al) by all 
stakeholders will be followed, and only after necessary permits are issued or 
permissions granted, can practices commence within the Park forests.  
 

3.3.2 Use of Sustainable Forestry Practices 
 
Your community clearly stated the acceptance of the use of sustainable forestry 
practices inclusive of silvicultural harvesting, if an only if these practices promote the 
achievement of the above stated goals and objectives. They do not support the use of 
SFP’s exclusively for the goal of economic gain. Even with these criteria, it is important 
to conduct community outreach efforts (newsletter articles, community wide mailings, 
field walks though proposed sites, and any other effective tool for engagement with the 
community) for education and awareness purposes. This forest is owned by all the 
people of Rowe.  Their acceptance and support will be necessary before any practices 
could commence. 
 

3.4 Role of Silviculture 
 

Sustainable ecosystem function and ecological dynamics do rely on intentional forest 
disturbance in the form of tree fellings and/or tree harvesting. If a future community 
consensus supports the use of these practices in the future, they would be conducted 
under the umbrella of ecological forestry (EF). See Appendix A. Applying EF enhances 
the growth of desirable species, protects native plant communities, and promotes 
regeneration through the application of silviculture. The harvest and non-harvest 
silvicultural techniques, which might be used if acceptable to the community under EF, 
are described in Appendix A, Silviculture Harvest and Non-Harvest Techniques. 
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3.5 Adaptive Management  

 
Forests are living, dynamic systems trying to thrive in a complex environment subject to 
the stress of a changing climate. Thus, any efforts to plan for the future of a forest 
resource must be designed to accommodate change. Your community is actively 
engaged in the debate of best use for and the future role of the Park. This document 
advocates the practice of Adaptive Forest Resource Management, which is a systematic 
approach for improving resource management by learning from management 
outcomes, changing climate and forest conditions, and evolving consciousness and 
knowledge at the individual and community scale.  
 
If forestry is about planning, then planning is about adaptation and adjustment to what 
happens according to plan and what deviates from plan predictions. The diverse 
elements of this management plan document should be re-evaluated as new scientific 
information develops to ensure that management activities and directions are founded 
on the best available knowledge. This is particularly true as it relates to managing 
forests for carbon. Economic, ecological, climate, and social elements must also be 
adjusted as community dynamics change. The Townspeople of Rowe in 1900 would 
likely have a quite different take on the woods than we do today, and as future 
generations will have in another 100 years. Similarly, the preservation-minded Percy 
Brown of the 1950’s would likely have evolved his forest values substantially over the 
intervening years. While quite anachronistic, it is interesting to ponder what he might 
have thought about forest carbon markets!   
 
An adaptive approach involves exploring alternative ways to meet management 
objectives, predicting the outcomes of alternatives based on the current state of 
knowledge, implementing one or more of these alternatives, monitoring to learn about 
the impacts of management actions, and then using the results to update knowledge 
and adjust management actions. The true condition must be compared to this desired 
one, and necessary adjustments either to actions or to management thinking should be 
completed accordingly. There is no strict timeline suggested for this type of review, but 
some effort should be made each year. The Park Commission could oversee this work 
nicely build on the ideas and strategies within this document that are here presented in 
the spirit of adaptation with the long-range goal of a climate-adaptive, carbon-friendly, 
resilient forest ecosystem development approach. 

Section 4: Field Methodology 
 

4.1 Forest Inventory 

 
Our field methods for collecting tree data and volume per acre consisted of a nested 
point-sampling cruise was conducted using a BAF-20 prism for “count trees” and a 
BAF-20 prism for volume trees (diameter and height). We measured heights to a 6” 
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merchantable tip across all species. Product volumes are presented in cords and were 
calculated using Forest Metrix, a forestry software package. Results are reported in each 
Stand Overview table. 
 
We installed 134 plots across the forest to collect our data. In addition to the tree data, 
we collected data on:  
 
1. Standing dead trees (snags) 
2. Coarse and fine woody material lying on the forest floor 
3. Leaf litter density and quality, and 
4. Understory plants 
 

4.2 Site Index  
 
Site index for each stand was estimated using data from the Natural Resources 
Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Web Soil Survey. This survey is 
available online at www.websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov. Site index by species was 
determined by weighted average based on the estimated percentage of the soil types 
within a stand. 
  

4.3 Soils  
 
Soils data were obtained from MassGIS, Office of Geographic Information, and 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts from the layer 
GISDATA_SOILS_POLY_SV_MUNAME. Stand maps were georeferenced to the soils 
layer to delineate soil types. 
 

4.4 Mapping  

 
GIS data was obtained from MassGIS, Office of Geographic Information, and 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Layers included the following and the appropriate 
aerial imagery from the same source.  
 
Standardized “Level 3” Assessors’ Parcels 
 
GISDATA_SOILS_POLY_SV_MUNAME 
USGS Color Orthoimagery (2013/2014) 
USGS Topographic Quadrangle Images 
Protected and Recreational Open Space 
BioMap2 
MassDOT Roads 
Land Use (2005) 
Contours (1:5,000) 
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MassDEP Wetlands 
National Wetlands Inventory 
USGS Hydrography 
 
Stand maps, developed from aerial imagery, and further refined during field 
investigation using GPS, were geo-referenced to a base layer that covered the property 
and surrounding area.  
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Section 5: Forest Stand Descriptions 

 
At the core of any Forest Stewardship Planning exercise is the delineation of the 
property into its most basic management unit, the Stand. Stands are the theoretical 
overlay of several values and factors including tree species composition, age and size, 
plant communities, soils, disturbance history, topography, hydrology, aspect, and often 
operational considerations.  
 
Given Rowe’s broad values and management goals as articulated during the planning 
process, we have grouped the forest into 10 Stands. Most are large blocks of forest that 
share core characteristics. A few are smaller, unique areas that stand out from adjacent 
areas. The use of the stand concept allows for intelligent planning and efficient 
implementation of sustainable forestry practices. 
 

5.1 Stand 1: BB- Northern Hardwoods- Beech/Birch/Maple 
 

 
Figure 17: The proliferation of beech in the understory characterizes much of this 
Stand. 
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5.1.1 Overview  
 
This is a large, diverse Stand that is located east of Davis Mine Road. Although hemlock 
is a large component: these trees are remnants of an older stand and hold a subordinate 
position to the true northern hardwood trees best suited to this site. It was previously 
owned by a lumber company and is locally known still for a high intensity harvest that 
occurred there a bit over 40 years ago. While the harvest did leave some ruts and 
residual damage that gave it the notoriety, many of the remaining trees have thrived 
since and new swaths of smaller hardwoods are well-established. However, many areas 
are also thick with beech saplings which will impose limitations of the future 
biodiversity here.  
 
Table 5: Stand 1-Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 

Per Acre 

Volume 
Per 

Acre* 

Site 
Index 

Stewardship 
 

1 BB 206.15 acres 

10.9” 
AB:8” 

HE: 11” 
132 ft2 

37 
cords 

SM 73 

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 
Table 6: Stand 1: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 
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5.1.2 Terrain and Soils 

 
Steep, up-and-down terrain characterizes much of this stand except for the flatter 
benches and areas near the stream on the eastern side. The soils are Millsite-
Westminster Complex, 25-50 percent slopes, rocky, and feature many bedrock 
protrusions, boulders, and generally rough terrain.  
 
An exceptional hiking and mountain bike trail wind its way through this complex forest 
and challenges a rider with the rugged terrain.  
 

5.1.3 Canopy Layers 
 
The upper canopy supports a two-aged structure with a mature hardwood component 

in the high canopy and middle layer pockets to larger swaths ~40-year-old, small 

diameter hardwood trees, which seeded heavy into the larger openings from the past 

harvest. Hemlock is consistent in both layers with dense concentrations along the 

streambanks and low moist depressions. Beech saplings and small pole-sized trees 

(origin both seed and clones) with their ability to thrive in shade, fill the lower canopy 

 

5.1.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover  

 
There is truly little here in terms of tree species regeneration other than the beech.  
 

5.1.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 

 
Like much of the Park forest, there are no exotic invasive plants in this stand. The main 
interfering vegetation is American Beech that is plagued by the beech bark disease. 
Thickets of saplings dominate the small gaps in the forest canopy and exclude other 
vegetation.  
 

5.1.6 Habitat 
 
This is a varied stand with an array of wildlife habitats. Along the Davis Mine Brook on 
the eastern edge, the hemlocks provide thick cover for mammals and birds. Moving 
upland, one encounters beech and oak that provide healthy food sources with their 
episodic seed production. aquatic habitat values are strong here- beaver meadow and 
streams along the eastern edge of the Stand provide an array of dynamic habitats.  
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5.1.7 Forest Health 

 
The main forest health concern in this stand is the beech bark disease and its corollary 
effects on the regeneration stand wide. With its shade tolerance, ability to sucker from 
roots or stumps, and with the fact that deer and moose tend not to browse it, beech is 
slowly coming to dominate the stand. While lack of diverse regeneration is not a huge 
forest health threat, it does just mean that over time species diversity will decline here. 
To remedy this, the Commission might consider establishing some beech control zones 
where every beech stem is severed to yield the growing space over to a more diverse 
array of trees.  
 
Long term, hemlock vulnerability to the Hemlock Wooly Adelgid and Elongate 
Hemlock Scale is a primary concern. Careful monitoring will be required to note any 
infestations as early as possible.  
 

5.1.8 Unique Features 

 
It was in the hills of this forest stand that iron pyrite was discovered and a mine 
developed in 1882. The eastern section of Rowe, known as Davis, became an active mine 
operation for 29 years. The mine camp was large with a blacksmith shop, a butcher, 
electric lights, and over 100 family settlements. Today little remains except cellar holes 
as the 2nd growth forest overran the site. 
 
The east branch of Davis Mine Brook forms the eastern bound of this stand. Water 
moves slowly through an elongated complex of wooded swamps, shrub swamp, 
shallow marsh, and deep marsh before it becomes the swift moving cold-water trout 
stream that tumbles down into the Deerfield River basin. A first order tributary (the 
minor west branch of the Davis Mine Brook) also bubbles up from a coniferous wooded 
swamp close to Davis Mine Road in the western portion of the stand. 
 
Another interesting riparian zone in the northern section of the stand (close to the edge 
of the stand and Stand 09) consists of a shallow marsh (less than 3 feet of water and 
dense aquatic plants) and a narrow hardwood swamp depression. They both drain to 
the west and form one branch of the headwaters of Tuttle Brook. An unusually placed 
vernal pool sits on a high plateau on the broad crest of an un-named hilltop. 
 
The Davis Mine Brook watershed area is designated by Massachusetts Division of 
Fisheries and Wildlife as Primary habitat, which indicates the geographical extent of 
habitat for state-listed rare species, both plants and animals. 
 
The 1980’s harvest retained numerous large sized (over 24 inches in diameter) 
hardwood stems across the high canopy. These trees are riddled with cavities and holes 
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that provide denning and nesting opportunities' and form the oldest stand structure 
(>120 years) here. 
 

5.1.9 Desired Future Condition  
 
Long term, the desired future condition is a multi-aged forest with northern hardwood 
trees with scattered inclusions of dense hemlock habitat zones and super dominant 
white pine trees, and hemlock components. The upper layers continue to mature, yet 
given the last disturbance was over 40 years ago, some silviculture now could introduce 
an immature age class to the forest. The creation of open patches in the forest encourage 
seed germination of a diversity of species. This is a stand where the Town has some 
leeway to manage for values that are important to everyone- increased diversity, forest 
resilience and a continually improving network of trails.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 18: The occasional massive red maple (note helmet for scale) add structural 
complexity to the Stand.  
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5.2 Stand 2- HH- Hemlock Hardwood 

 
Figure 19: A painted trillium and Canada mayflower on the forest flower of Stand 2.  

 

5.2.1 Overview 
 
Stand 2 occupies the lower western flanks of Mt. Adams and most of the shoreline of 
Pelham Lake. It is some of the most utilized terrain on the property- the Lakeside Trail 
winds through much of the stand. It also has the most neighbors, including Rowe 
Camp, and is somewhat vulnerable to exotic plant encroachment.  
 
With towering, emblematic pines along the shoreline, and pockets of deep hemlock, 
maple, and beech, this stand includes much of the original covenant area that Percy 
Brown donated to Rowe. As such, it includes some areas that would be well suited to 
becoming enhanced, old-growth zones where Townspeople and visitors could 
experience older forest with its complexity, mess, large trees, and natural processes.  
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Table 7: Stand 2- Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

Stewardship 
 

2 
HH- 

Hemlock-
Hardwood 

182.1
7 

acres 

13’’ 
WP: 20” 
RO: 19” 

 

 160 ft2 
44 Cords 

 
WP: 66 
AB: 64 

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 
Table 8: Stand 2: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 

 

 
 

5.2.2 Terrain and Soils 

 
Soils-wise, this is the most complex stand on the property. Marlow fine sandy loam, 0 to 
8 percent slopes, is the most common soil here, but with all the wet areas in and around 
the Lake, and the toe slope before the terrain climbs, there are over a dozen soil types 
present here. Marlow-Peru complex, 15 to 20 percent slopes, very stony, and Ashfield 
fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, very stony are the other two main types. The 
Marlow has a significant agricultural past with stone piles and stone walls dotting this 
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type lower on the slopes. These soils are the most productive combination in west 
County, capable of the support of vigorous tree growth. 
 
The terrain in the stand is mostly gentle with an abundance of low-lying wetter areas. 
The slopes taper to a gentle outwash plain along the lake shore. Four un-named first 
order streams drain out of upland spring seeps and wetlands and enter the lake in 
isolated narrow deltas. 
 

5.2.3 Canopy Layers 
 
These lands were still open and just beginning their reversion to forest from farmlands 
when the park was created. They matured into a distinct two-aged structure with an 
upper canopy layer (oldest trees that range in age from 90 to 120 years) and a middle 
layer of large sapling, pole-sized, and small timber-sized trees. Composition is diverse 
with the following species in descending order of stocking, hemlock (26%), red oak 
(18%), red maple (16%), white pine (12%), and the remaining proportion in beech, 
yellow birch, sugar maple, black cherry, white ash, black birch, and paper birch.  
 
The rich soils support a productive forest ecosystem with minor disease and pest 
problems and high carbon storage and accumulation capacity. Both canopy layers are 
well stocked with high stem count per acre. Large sized white pine cluster in small 
niches along the lake shore. They provide unique habitat coves with tall perching and 
denning sites. The red oak trees reach high into the upper canopy with their sprawling 
crowns spreading across the sky. 
 

5.2.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 
There is a fair bit of hobblebush throughout this stand, along with Canada mayflower, 
shadbush, maple leaved viburnum, wild oats, prince pine club moss and starflower. 
This forest floor cover is sparse due to the overstory shade, with dense thickets in spots 
along the streams and lake shore. 
 
In terms of tree species regenerating, there is not much going on. The closed canopy, 
deer pressure, and developmental stage of the forest likely account for this. Moving 
forward, it would be nice to add in some clumps of regenerating hardwoods, spruce, 
and pine to the mix here.  
 

5.2.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 

 
This stand is thankfully free of invasive plants at this point. Given its proximity to 
fields, the lake, and Pond Road, close monitoring for both terrestrial and aquatic 
invasive plants will be essential here to keep it that way.  
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There are some pockets beech where it is turning into a monodominant thicket, but 
overall, beech is less of a diversity problem here than it is in stand 1.  
 

5.2.6 Habitat 
 
Food sources, the proximity to the water features of the lake, streams, and the outflow 
brook, as well as the transitional nature of the woods make Stand 2 valuable for wildlife 
habitat. Shrubby wetlands host a variety of bird species, while the towering lakeside 
pines provide perches for bald eagles that are often seen there. Away from the lake, 
boulder areas provide denning sites for porcupines, and bear claw marks can be seen on 
beech trees indicating that bears use this area as well. The trails that recreationalists use 
is also often frequented by deer, coyote, bobcat, and other creatures who, like people, 
seek an efficient and well-trod path across the forested landscape.  
 

5.2.7 Forest Health 
 
Some of the pines along the lakeshore are showing signs of decline- likely from a host of 
factors including white pine needle diseases, root rots, and waterlogged roots. Other 
than that, there are no real forest health concerns here currently. Longer term, the 
hemlock component is vulnerable and should be monitored closely for signs of decline. 
A rapid decline in hemlock would dramatically affect the forest here- from water 
temperatures, to understory light environments, and on to the habitat that the hemlocks 
currently provide.  
 

5.2.8 Unique Features 

 
This stand supports an array of unique features- both natural and man-made. The 
historic Bench Tool Shed is an important historic feature of the property and for the 
Town.  
 
The Park has recently completed a wonderful new pedestrian bridge just below the lake 
outlet- this artful creation spans the brook in two sections and provides great access and 
a delightful place to view the water rushing along underneath.  
 
As Pelham Lake filled up, small wetland fingers remained connecting the forest to the 
lake with shrubs, small trees and an abundance of non-woody plants that thrive in wet, 
open conditions. During the inventory, we observed a great crested flycatcher utilizing 
these transitional habitats.  
 
Lastly, as the “frontside” of the park, the trail network here is heavily used and special 
to most users of the Park. While it is mostly in decent shape, it would benefit from 
increased maintenance and improvements- especially in the heavily rooted areas of the 
Lakeshore Trail.  
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5.2.9 Desired Future Condition  
 
Percy Brown wanted the original Park lands under the 1955 covenants to remain in a 
wild state. The natural development of this stand since farm abandonment progressed 
towards more wild conditions with each year. Without disturbance the older layer 
began to seed in open patches from wind, ice, blowdown, or occasional harvests early 
in the Park’s life. The forest floor grew dark as time passed and only hemlock, beech, 
and the occasional red maple seed found its way up towards the light. The tightly 
stocked grove covered the lower slopes and protected the fragile lake shore riparian 
zones.  
 
Hikers and walkers of all abilities flock to this stand as it is most accessible. The forest 
ecosystem will continue its natural development through time with many trees 
succumbing to age or competition related attrition, trial maintenance will become a 
high priority to ensure the high-quality experience visitors expect close to the lake. The 
maturing trees age well in the rich soils, as the oldest begin to widen in girth and 
broaden their lovely crowns, capturing more CO2 with each summer. One’s sense of 
wonder at the beauty of an aging forest is keenly felt hiking the low slope trials thought 
the next few decades. Old growth enhancement techniques could be applied here to 
accelerate the development of the wild and natural forest State envisioned by Percy 
Brown.  
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5.3 Stand 3- BB-Beech-Birch-Maple with Red Oak 
 

 
Figure 20: A massive yellow birch holds onto a craggy outcrop in Stand 3 

5.3.1 Overview  
 

This stand is perhaps the most representative of Pelham Lake Park Forest. Starting up 
the western face climbing the lower slope of Adams and Todd Mountains, one leaves 
the cool moist hemlock grove and lakeshore pine niches behind and at close to 1,300 feet 
enters this stand. Encountering the high stocking of beech saplings and small pole-trees, 
one looks up to the massive, legacy hardwood trees of a prior generation, wary of 
stumbling on the hobblebush and beech whips. Rocky outcrops and boulder areas, 
some caused by human quarrying activities, perch on the steep terrain. A slight 
depression perched in the high saddle between Mt Adams and Mt Todd moves pure 
spring water down to form the major west branch of Davis Mine Brook.  
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Table 9: Stand 3 -Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

Stewardship 
 

3 
BB- 

Beech/Bir
ch/Maple 

295.5
5 

acres 

12” 
RO: 15”  

 148 ft2 
40 Cords 

 
SM:73  

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 

Table 10: Stand 3: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 

 

 
 

5.3.1 Terrain and Soils 
 

The stand sits high slope nestled against the western summits of Adams Mountain and 
Todd Mountain spilling into the narrow saddle between them. Except for the saddle 
between the two mountains where the terrain is more moderate, the stand is mostly 
made up of steep slopes with lots of boulders and the occasional talus area. The soils are 
varied with Millsite-Westminster complex, 25 to 50 percent slopes, very rocky, as the 
primary soil. Small pockets of Shelburne, Peru, and Marlow fine sandy loams fill the 
concave areas along the slope with some deep, rich soil pockets. Overall, it is a great 
stand for growing trees.  
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5.3.2 Canopy Layers 
 

Large-sized (>16 and upwards of 22+”) red oak, white ash, yellow birch, red maple, and 
sugar maple trees tower above a densely packed middle canopy replete with beech, 
paper birch, black birch, red maple, and hemlock. These upper slopes reverted earlier to 
forest and these maturing trees range in age from 100 years to 125 years. The declining 
red oak relic stems disappear as one climbs higher on the slope. A patina of super-
dominant white pine dot the high canopy (reaching over 90 feet), reminiscent of the 
once more extensive pine groves. This high canopy stocking supports 90 square feet of 
basal area, which is an optimal metric for the best growth of these trees. They grow 
above the younger trees below, efficiently photosynthesizing, storing carbon, and 
supplying all the ecological benefits of a maturing forest ecosystem. 
 
Yet 30 feet beneath them a burst of green in early spring let’s one know these rich high 
slopes can support a vigorous, second immature structure. Almost one-half of the stand 
density is contributed by the multitude of immature beech, red maple, paper birch, and 
surprisingly hemlock (appears higher slope) sapling and small pole trees. The immature 
beech stems exhibit severe pocking from the beech bark disease. As this layer advances 
into the canopy, only beech seed (or clones) can start new trees on the shady forest floor 
potentially changing the forest composition in fifty years or more. Natural dominance 
and competition will weed these young trees as they advance, naturally remove stems 
from each acre. 

 

5.3.3 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 

We noted first or second year hardwood seedlings during our inventory work, but the 
lack of light and the presence of deer are likely keeping many of these from reaching 
sapling height. Overall, the stand is seriously lacking in diverse hardwood regeneration. 
Beech is slowly taking over the understory in much of the stand. Deer, and moose, will 
browse other species before beech, which may explain the lack of oak, maple, cheers, or 
birch seedlings and saplings. The no hunting covenants may also influence the browse 
pressure. 
 
On the ground, a diversity of plants thrives where the beech and hobblebush are not too 
thick. Painted trillium, Indian cucumber, wild oats, club mosses, and trout lilies 
abound. In one of the talus fields, we noted native bush honeysuckle.  
 

5.3.4 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
 

This stand is thankfully free of invasive plants at this point. Beech threatens the 
diversity of the understory, particularly in places where the canopy trees are senescing 
and causing small canopy gaps to develop. Here, the beech is poised to immediately fill 
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the growing space to the detriment of other northern hardwoods and herbaceous 
plants.  

 

5.3.5 Habitat 
 

The pockets of large oaks, which episodically produce copious quantities of acorns, and 
the rocky areas that provide shelter to wildlife are two main habitat features of this 
stand. There is also a scattered black cherry component. This is important because 
cherries provide soft mast for wildlife. The small streams draining the flanks of the two 
peaks provide water, and the perched wetland in the area where Stand 3 pokes between 
the two parts of Stand 7 provides denser cover, water, and shrubs that support many 
songbirds.  
 

The abundance of large trees- particularly yellow birch with its plate-y bark- provide 
important gleaning terrain for birds, but also shelter for bat pups during summer 
months.  
 

5.3.6 Forest Health 

 
Most of this Stand is in the original Brown Covenant area and as such, has been 
developing, relatively untouched, for at least 60 years. Large trees are well established 
and, in some cases, are even beginning to die, fall apart, and create small gaps where 
northern hardwood regeneration would typically flourish. However, many of these 
small gaps are instead rapidly colonized by beech. This lowers overall tree diversity and 
leads to a less resilient forest.  
 
Like much of Pelham Lake Park Forest, the main forest health concerns here are beech 
bark disease and the vulnerability of the hemlock component to hemlock wooly adelgid 
and elongate hemlock scale and the ash trees to the potential of an emerald ash borer 
infestation (recently discovered in Charlemont).  
 
 

5.3.7 Unique Features 
 

The rocky outcrops and talus areas of this stand support enriched sites that in turn 
feature neat plants like the native bush honeysuckle. Little bands of cliffs, some 
supporting massive oaks with trillium and Christmas fern thriving in the jumble 
around them, abound. 
 
The recreational trail network on the western slopes crisscrosses this stand bringing 
hikers to several destinations within it. Many sections of trail here could use 
improvement to help make them more sustainable with less erosion and easier 
maintenance longer term.  
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Previously discussed as a threat to forest resilience, the cloning behavior of the beech 
trees on this slope augments this threat. Beech readily clone itself from the root systems 
of trees after disturbance, therefore maintaining low genetic diversity. Theoretically the 
high inherent susceptibility to the beech bark disease in this beech grove continues into 
each successive generation. Each new generation of beech seedlings and sapling will 
develop symptoms and reduce the overall productive capacity of the stand. 
 

5.3.9 Desired Future Condition 
 

Since it is entirely within the covenant area, the future desired condition of this Stand is 

relatively well defined- it will continue to develop as a largely unmanaged reserve area. 

One might imagine that Percy Brown envisioned a future forest upon these western 

slopes replete with all the native northern hardwood species (maple, birch, ash, and 

cheery) and the elegant, broad crowned red oak well suited to growth in the lingering 

high elevation afternoon sun. Most of the hardwood species are long lived trees, and 

they are quite comfortable sharing the high canopy with the super-dominant white pine 

stems (remnants of the past forest).  

 

The red oak trees found their way to this high slope through a history of disturbance 

after the white pine groves of first farm abandonment released were taken from these 

hillsides. Perhaps Percy Brown noted the drastic removal of those timbers when he 

contemplated his idea of "a natural wild state” for his legacy.”  Extensive logging 

during the world wars and the post war booms, fuelwood cuts by local farms, and 

decades of storm events changed the structure of this stand. Openings in the canopy 

were filled by red oak seed, seedlings developed eventually these trees took their place 

in the overstory. Some creative efforts (non-commercial by covenants) could encourage 

seedling development of these oak giants and hopefully keep them on for another 200 

years.  
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5.4: Stand 4- HH-Hemlock and Mixed Hardwoods 
 

 
Figure 21: Large oak with a beech thicket developing nearby. 

 

5.4.1 Overview 
 

The southeastern slopes of Adams and Todd Mountains form a stand rich in larger oak 
amongst hemlock and other hardwoods with a central drainage originating in the 
perched wetland in the saddle of Stand 3 above it. There is evidence of 40 year + 
logging here with old skid roads and decaying stumps scattered about. Most of this 
Stand is belongs to the “Oliver” Parcels that were added to the Park in 1986. An old log 
landing just in along the Davenport Trail, still has a pile of slab wood on it- likely from 
a harvest of timbers turned in the forest on a portable sawmill (customary practice into  
the mid-1980's in West County) just prior to the Town’s ownership.  
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Table 11: Stand 4 Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

Stewardship 
 

4 

HH-

hemlock, 

red oak, 

and other 

hardwood

s 

193.29 
acres 

11” 
RO: 13” 

 152 ft2 
 

50 Cords 
 

RO:60  

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 

Table 12: Stand 4: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 

 

 
 

5.4.2 Terrain and Soils 
 

Most of this Stand is a large, wide bowl formation sweeping across the low slope 
positions that surround a drainage network with road frontage on Davenport Road. 
The slopes are generally moderate and standing water in the flatter areas meant that 
inventory work had to contend with significant blackfly and then mosquito 
populations. The terrain is certainly more moderate than the frontside with two lovely 
trails, the 1792 and the Davenport, working their way through it.  
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For soils, the Millsite-Westminster complex, 15 to 25 percent slopes, rocky, dominates 
although a swath of Shelburne fine sandy loam and Pillsbury fine sandy loam nearly 
bisects the Stand and hosts the most productive zones along the Davenport trail. One 
can clearly understand why farmers worked up this drainage following the nicer loams 
with water nearby.  
 
A hardwood forested wetland upslope drains water down into this stand along the 
narrow channel of the major west branch of the Davis Mine Brook. Two spring seep 
fonts nestled in low depressions amongst the rocks and ledges push more water 
easterly into this flow. A tiny isolated upland wetland that perches near the southern 
bound collects water. 
 
 

5.4.3 Canopy Layers 
 

This stand supports a two-sized structure due to past harvest disturbances. Much of 
this upper canopy features a significant red oak component (21% of the stocking here) 
with patches of maturing hemlock (23% of stocking) as well. In the hemlock areas, there 
is no mid or understory to speak of- these pockets have that classic hemlock feel where 
you can see through them. The super-dominant white pine (greatly reduced in numbers 
over here on the east slope with only 2% of stand stocking) still tower above most trees. 
However, the main story here is the oak that abounds.  
 
These trees are a bit younger than the oak on the western slopes perhaps due to a lag in 
farm abandonment and succession history. Beneath this main canopy an overstocked 
layer of sapling and pole sized hemlock, red maple, beech, black birch, and paper birch 
compete for sunlight and growing space. Their seed and clones sprouted in the sunlit 
forest floor after a major harvest in the late 1970’s or early 1980’s. These vigorous 
immature trees contribute over 70% of the total stem count across the stand. 
Hophornbeam and striped maple (two small native trees) weave themselves up into 
this jungle. The beech crops suffer severe beech bark disease pocking. 
 

5.4.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 

Other than beech, there is not very much desirable regeneration across this Stand. 
Notably the aesthetically and habitat valuable red oak trees are not replacing 
themselves on this slope either. On the ground, we have a generally non-descript mix of 
plants here- hobblebush, partridgeberry, Canada mayflower, and starflower.  
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5.4.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
 

There are no invasive plants in this stand. Like most Stands here, beech saplings are 
interfering with other tree species establishing. There are also some pockets of fern that 
are excluding other vegetation.  
 

5.4.6 Habitat 
 

This is a relatively less exciting Stand from a habitat perspective. The oak component 
contributes an excellent food source and the central drainage provides water. Hemlock 
inclusions dot the Stand and likely provide good winter deer yard conditions adjacent 
to oak and beech food sources.  
 

5.4.7 Forest Health 
 

This is a healthy, diverse forest Stand with no glaring health issues other than the 
diseased and declining beech component Stand-wide. As with other Stands on the Park, 
the hemlock will need to be closely monitored too.  
 
Also, like Stand 2, Stand 4 abuts a more parceled landscape. This parcellation usually 
results in increased risk for invasive plant invasion. Thus far, it seems not to be an issue, 
but it bears monitoring.  
 

5.4.8 Unique Features 
 

During our inventory, we noted a small vernal pool in the northeast of the Stand and 
there are doubtless others as well. Another neat, small wetland in the southern part of 
the Stand is easily access via a nice trail as well.  
 

The black birch component, on the generally southerly aspect of the Stand, gives this 
Stand an interest front-seat view for climate change adaptation. Black birch is predicted 
to do well under a changing climate scenario and this stand has an altitudinal gradient 
for birch to move about on.  
 
This stand is overstocked for optimal growth of all the native tree species. 
Consequently, small diameter stems routinely die off due to shade or root competition. 
An abundance of both standing dead snag and cavity stems dot the landscape. 15 birds 
and 18 mammals use natural or excavated cavities in forests for nesting, roosting, or 
denning. In addition, the brown creeper nests under loose flaps of bark, attached at the 
top, on standing dead trees. 
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5.4.9 Desired Future Condition 
 

The Town has some flexibility here with how this Stand is managed and for what future 
condition. When it was added to the Park, there was a motion to add much of this area 
under the parameters of the original Percy Brown Covenant. However, a second motion 
prevailed, and the Oliver parcels were added in order to “establish a park for 
recreation.” The current trails, and people’s ability to hunt continues here.  
 
Left to develop naturally without disturbance, the high canopy red oak, black cherry, 
red maple, black oak, yellow birch, white pine, and hemlock trees continue their 
productive use of this site Their crowns expand, a few die off each season adding to the 
woody material decomposing into soil as the stand augments its carbon storage in both 
forest biomass and soil. The overstocked lower layer continues its struggle with natural 
dominance exerting amongst yellow birch, red maple, black birch, and aspen trees as 
they begin to climb into the upper canopy and accumulate carbon. Attrition eventually 
creates the necessary canopy gaps for hardwood seed germination, and the natural 
succession continues across these slopes. 
 
Minimal disturbance in either stand structure increases site productivity, individual 
tree vigor, and stand health. Diseased and dying beech sapling, pole-sized, and larger 
tree are removed. Small openings in the canopy allow seed germination and seedling 
development. Focus on their placement near superior red oak seed bearers enhance the 
oak’s chances of perpetuation. Forest resiliency is boosted, and increased site 
productivity improves the carbon pooling capacity here.  
 
This disturbance could be done at any future point, need not be commercial in nature, 
and only serves to expedite the natural process already underway. Over time, this will 
develop from a largely 2-aged forest, into a multi-aged one with oak, birches, and 
hemlock as the primary species. The Town could consider adding another age class of 
trees by installing a series of patch cuts here to enhance the wildlife habitat, hunting, 
and aesthetics of the trail experience.  
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5.5: Stand 5-HK- Hemlock   
 

 
Figure 22: This boulder sits at the transition from Stand 4 on the right to Stand 5 on 
the left. The History of Rowe refers to this as the Guardian of the Mountain! 

5.5.1 Overview 
 

Wrapping around the western half of Adams Mountain’s summit forest (Stand 7), the 
hemlock forest of Stand 5 is mostly composed of thick hemlock with the occasional 
more open patch featuring oaks. With generally steep slopes, and the western view 
lookout point, this Stand is a relatively unique assemblage of tree species at higher 
altitude. A magnificent stone wall reminds visitors that the agricultural past is not too 
far removed up here, however.  
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Table 13: Stand 5- Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

 
Stewardship 

 
5 

HK- 
Hemlock 

125.22 
acres 

13” 
HE: 12” 
RO: 16” 

175 ft2 
 

42 Cords 
 

YB: 54  

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 

Table 14: Stand 5: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 

 

 
5.5.2 Terrain and Soils 
 

This stand sweeps downslope from a false summit southwest of Adams Mountain 
traversing the upper slope position to the steep slopes beneath the tow of Adams. The 
terrain here is quite steep except for the relatively flat plateau that the White Tail Trail 
follows as it connects the Old King’s Highway with the Adams Mountain summit. In 
many areas, the hemlock glades would make for excellent backcountry skiing fun.  
 
The soils are mostly Millsite-Westminster complex, 8 to 15 percent slopes, very rocky 
and Tunbridge-Lyman complex, 25 to 60 percent slopes, very rocky. Much of the 
steeper hemlock occurs on the Tunbridge-Lyman.  
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5.5.3 Canopy Layers 
 

This stand supports a similar two-sized/aged structure as Stand 4 with older trees and 
without the extensive harvest disturbance 30 to 40 years ago. Hemlock dominates both 
upper canopy layers (47% of total stand stocking). Its high slope position prevented 
easy access for the removal the maturing red oak, sugar maple, yellow birch, and red 
maple trees. The patina of over mature white pine pokes above the main canopy. The 
stand is overstocked (200 trees per acre) with 47% contributed by hemlock stems of all 
sizes and ages. Red maple, beech, black and yellow birch, and red spruce saplings and 
pole-sized trees crowd the hemlock stems in the lower canopy.  
 

 

 
Figure 23: The steep, heavily stocked hemlock slopes of Stand 5 

5.5.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 

There is little ground cover or regeneration in this Stand. The largely closed canopy 
dominated by conifers means there is not a lot of light on the ground here. In some 
pockets, hemlock is regenerating in thick clumps and there are areas of smaller beech as 
well.  
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We did not note many understory plants during the inventory, but there is a thick duff 
layer across the stand which, combined with the tree cover, is doing an impressive job 
holding the thinner soil on steep slopes in place. Along the White Tail Trail corridor, 
sedges and ferns cover the ground where there is more sunlight.  
 

5.5.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
 

There are no invasive plants in this Stand. Beech and some fern are slightly interfering, 
but the main factor for lower understory diversity is the lack of light on the forest floor.  
 

5.5.6 Habitat 
 

This is a steep, upland habitat with shallow soils, lots of rocks, and thick hemlock cover. 
While hemlock generally provides good shelter for wildlife, up here it is a more 
montane environment exposed to the elements. There is some red spruce scattered 
amongst the hemlock- spruce seed provides good squirrel food. The significant oak 
component (25% of the basal area) means that acorns abound and rain down on the 
steep slopes during mast years. A long, side slope deer trail on what used to be a 
recreational trail cuts through the Stand and is used heavily by deer and bear. The main 
habitat value of this Stand is likely as an upland feeding zone and as a thickly covered 
corridor going up and over the shoulder of Adams.  
 

5.5.7 Forest Health 
 

The hemlock up here is thick and relatively healthy although it is exposed to significant 
wind and ice stress. Some pockets of likely older oak are starting to naturally die and 
are being replaced by beech coming up from the understory. As on other parts of the 
forest where hemlock is a big component, monitoring for Hemlock Wooly Adelgid and 
Elongate Hemlock Scale will be the main forest health activities here over the coming 
years. Beech bark disease causes decline and death among the beech crops, yet its real 
threat is the cloning from root systems that exploit open ground on the forest floor. 
Healthier, long-lived hardwood seed (red oak, yellow birch, and sugar maple) cannot 
make a start amongst these dense beech patches. Lack of diversity is a threat to future 
forest resilience. 
 

5.5.8 Unique Features 
 

The rolling, ridge-top section of the White Tail Trail here is special. After climbing up to 
elevation, the trail rolls along the ridge as it heads for the summit. A large boulder on 
the trail is also a special feature.  
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The hemlock groves themselves are unique here and have an older forest feel to them. 
While we did not age these hemlocks, we suspect that they are quite old where they 
occupy steep slopes on the northwestern side of the mountain.  
 

5.5.9 Desired Future Condition 
 

Most of this Stand is managed under the Percy Brown Covenant and will continue to 
develop from its hemlock and oak beginnings into an increasingly complex forest as 
large trees die, fall down, and make room for new trees, mostly beech and hemlock, to 
take their place.  
 

5.6: Stand 6- SR- Spruce (Red) 

 
Figure 24: Sean Loomis measures a large pine in Stand 6 

5.6.1 Overview 
 

Stand 6 is a small, completely distinct pocket of red spruce and white pine in the 
northeastern tip of the property on flatter ground adjacent to a beaver pond complex 
and a ~20-year-old clear cut on a neighboring property. This is a very neat stand that 
was largely passed over by the logging operation on this part of the park 40 years ago. 
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Towering pines emerge over a thick spruce canopy. Underneath this high canopy, 
pockets of spruce and pine are germinating where there is light. 
 
We recommend considering optional Forest Stand Improvement (FSI) work here. This 
FSI would focus on allowing more light to reach the pockets of regeneration that are 
established here already. This stand is somewhat vulnerable to windthrow and it would 
be nice to have a more established understory in place for the inevitable day when 
many overstory trees topple. This work could be done as a small-scale timber harvest or 
by simply felling and leaving trees in the woods.  
 
Table 15: Stand 6- Summary Data 

 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

 
Stewardship 

 
6 

SP- 
Spruce 
(Red) 

7.59 
acres 

11” 
WP: 21” 

 
213 ft2 

 
81 Cords 

 
WP: 71  

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 

Table 16: Stand 6: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 
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5.6.2 Terrain and Soils 
 

This stand rest at the northern tip of the property adjacent to an elongated forested 
wetland depression. Unlike most of Pelham Lake Park Forest, the terrain here is flat and 
was likely plowed as a field. Water seeps into this area from the east supporting a mat 
of lycopodium. Adjacent stonewalls back up this assumption. The soils are Ashfield fine 
sandy loam, 1 to 8 percent slopes. These are good soils for pine growth, although the 
towering pine here are somewhat vulnerable to windthrow due to their tall heights.  
 

5.6.3 Canopy Layers 
 

The main canopy is uniform (estimated 65 to 80 feet height). A dense grove of 10-12” 
diameter spruce grows here with   an emergent pine component towering over the 
spruce.  There is no midstory or understory to speak of except for small clumps where 
sidelight is feeding spruce and pine regeneration.  
 

5.6.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 

The forest floor is littered with dead spruce stems that have fallen over time making for 
a complex environment. Small clumps of spruce and pine exist here where sidelight 
comes into the Stand. There is not much here in terms of understory plants. Nearby, a 
beaver meadow complex boasts a broad array of plants.  
 

5.6.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
 

There are no invasive plants present in this Stand. However, to the north, a regenerating 
clear-cut on the neighbor’s land likely has some invasive. Birds tend to like pine tree 
perches so there is a potential seed bank in this stand that would likely include native 
and exotic plants. Purposefully working this Stand would help monitor and control any 
infestations. Otherwise, when a wind event topples some or all the Stand, the same seed 
bank will express itself in a less controlled fashion.  
 

5.6.6 Habitat 
 

Towering pines provide perches and nesting sites for crows, ravens, hawks, and eagles. 
The thick conifer cover of the stand makes is a natural deer yard and winter sheltering 
place for birds and mammals. This Stand is also at the crossroads of 3 distinct habitat 
types- the beaver meadow, the younger forest to the north, and to the south, a 40-year-
old mixed hardwood array with legacy trees that we not logged in the 1970s. This 
juxtaposition provides habitat value in and of itself.  
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5.6.7 Forest Health 
 

The main forest health concern here is windthrow of the more surficial rooted pine and 
spruce. As discussed in the overview, there are some sustainable forestry practices that 
could be applied here. Or, the Stand could also be left to develop as is with the 
knowledge that it is highly likely to experience a significant windthrow event.  
 

5.6.8 Unique Features 
 

This is a small, relatively homogenous Stand that does not really have any unique 
features other than the startling homogeneity of the forest here.  
 
The Stand is currently around 600’ from a nearby trail. Adding a connector “Spruce 
Loop” would allow Townspeople to experience this part of the woods as well as the 
maturing clear-cut to the north.  
 

5.6.9 Desired Future Condition 
 

The desired future condition here is to sustain a mixed-species conifer stand on the site. 
The pine and spruce likely developed here after agricultural abandonment. They are 
well-established and are regenerating nicely. They key will be to shepherd this mixture 
along without letting too many hardwoods in. This could be accomplished via a careful 
overstory removal in the near term, or via an extended, irregular shelterwood harvest.  
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5.7 Stand 7- OR-Northern Red oak 
 

 
Figure 25: Steep slopes, oak, and a diverse understory characterize Stand 7 

5.7.1 Overview 
 

Stand 7 encompasses the summits of Adams and Todd Mountains. The southeasterly 
view is spectacular, and a newly built lean-to provides a great spot to stop for lunch 
after the strenuous hike up. Tree heights are stunted, ice damage is visible throughout, 
and thin soils with rocky outcrops characterize the terrain. Red and black oak make up 
nearly 75% of the basal area here and 60% of the trees per acre. There is an abundance 
of beech, hophornbeam, stunted sugar maple, and cherry with sedges in much of the 
understory.  
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Table 17: Stand 7- Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

 
Stewardship 

 
7 

OR-
Northern 
Red Oak 

88.63 
acres 

12” 
RO: 13” 

 
162 ft2 

 
42 Cords 

 
RO: 60  

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 

Table 18: Stand 7: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 

 

 
 

5.7.2 Terrain and Soils 
 

At 1800’ to nearly 2000’ in elevation, this is the height of land for the Park. The soils are 
mostly Millsite-Westminster complex, 25 to 50% slopes, rocky, and 8 to 15 percent 
slopes, rocky. While the soils are fertile, the elevation and exposure here, and likely the 
lack of moisture, keep tree heights lower.  
 
The terrain is steep around the edges and relatively flat on the summit plateaus with 
exposed bedrock and rocky outcrops.  
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5.7.3 Canopy Layers 
 

The largely oak canopy here shows years of ice and wind damage. Underneath it, a 
relatively dense mid and understory of beech, hophornbeam, stunted maple and cherry, 
and smaller oaks add horizontal and vertical complexity.  
 

5.7.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 

The ground cover up here is mostly sedge. While there is an abundance of tree saplings, 
there is little tree seedling regeneration. However, judging by the diverse array of 
saplings, this site has no problem regenerating trees when the light environment 
permits.  
 

5.7.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
 

There are no exotic invasive plants in this stand. For a refreshing change, the beech here 
is intermixed with an array of hophornbeam, oaks, cherry, and striped maple.  
 

5.7.6 Habitat 
 

Like Stand 5, the main habitat value up here is that of an upland feeding and foraging 
ground. The hophornbeam adds another seed source to the cherry, oaks, and maples.  
 

5.7.7 Forest Health 
 

Ice damage appears to be the main forest health threat in this Stand.  
 

5.7.8 Unique Features 
 

Open rocky areas covered by lichens with sedges stuffed around the edges are a neat 
feature of this Stand. These areas add to the alpine feel.  
 
The key features here are the beautiful view and the newly built lean-to nearby.  
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Figure 26: The view of Mt. Monadnock as seen from the lean-to 

5.7.9 Desired Future Condition 
 

This Stand will continue to develop its varied oak component over time as ice storms 
and wind lead to new canopy openings. Hunting is permitted in parts of the Stand 
(exclusive of Adams’ summit) and this should help continue to support the 
establishment of oaks and other tree species that deer often browse heavily. As some of 
the tabletop vistas close with time, opening them will continue the unique aesthetic 
experience on these mountain tops.  
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5.8 Stand 8- HK- Hemlock  
 

 
Figure 27: The thickly stocked hemlock of Stand 8 

5.8.1 Overview 
 

Stand 8 is a thickly stocked hemlock forest on the relatively flat lowlands of the 
property. Some large pines emerge from the hemlock canopy and there is a lot of 
shoreline here provided by the Lake, Tuttle Brook, and the beaver meadow complex 
that abuts the riding ring area off Cyrus Stage Road. The Elementary School uses an 
outdoor classroom by an old dam on Tuttle Brook, and beautiful recreational trails 
cover much of the Stand. The meadow trail features some tree identification signs.  
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Table 19: Stand 8- Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

 
Stewardship 

 
8 

HK- 
Hemlock  

63.77 
acres 

12” 213 ft2 
 

56 Cords 
 

WP: 62  

*Sampled volume, does not include topwood 
 
Table 20: Stand 8: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 

 

 
 

5.8.2 Terrain and Soils 
 

This true hemlock stand surrounds the shrub swamp at the head of Tuttle Brook and 
gently climbs the lower slope south of the brook. This Stand is the lowlands of the Park 
and features mostly soils of the Colton-Adams complex, 3 to 8 percent slopes, and 8 to 
15 percent slopes. Where the Shelburne fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes picks up, 
you can see the remains of more active farming- stone piles scattered in the woods and 
stonewalls nearby.  
 
The terrain here is relatively flat with some rolling areas. In the northern end of the 
stand, it appears material was perhaps excavated from borrow pits- likely for road 
construction.  
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Figure 28: Tuttle Brook and a small floodplain forest bisect Stand 8 before entering 
the Lake 

5.8.3 Canopy Layers 
 

This is a complex, lowland forest. Where the hemlock is thickest, there is only one layer- 
a canopy of hemlock. Elsewhere, hemlock, a touch of spruce, and scattered hardwoods 
makes up the canopy. Yellow birch and red maple are the significant hardwoods. Along 
the shorelines, thickets of dogwood, alder, and red maples reach out in the sunlight.  
 

5.8.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 

Under the hemlock, there is little groundcover or regeneration. Where there is sidelight, 
clumps of hobblebush thrive. Beech saplings are scattered throughout although there is 
no significant beech tree component here. On the ground, starflower, princess pine, 
bluebeard lily, and painted trillium can be found.  
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Figure 29: Hobblebush thrives in mostly lowland patches throughout the Stand 

5.8.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
 

There are no invasive plants in this Stand. However, next door, in Stand 9, there is a 
population of multiflora rose, barberry, and bittersweet as well as Japanese knotweed 
on the other side of Pond Road. We recommend that these plants be controlled now to 
prevent their penetration into the Park. We also recommend working with the Highway 
Department to control the knotweed patch before a flood pushes it downstream in the 
beaver meadow complex.  
 
The beech here is scattered and is not interfering. In some areas, the hobblebush 
dominates, but given its wildlife habitat and food source value, this is probably a good 
thing.  
 

5.8.6 Habitat 
 

The thick hemlock cover and rich array of terrestrial and aquatic habitats of this Stand 
make it quite valuable from a habitat perspective. This stand also features the most 
significant yellow birch component on the forest. Yellow birch, with its complex peely 
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bark provides exceptional gleaning sites for insect eating birds such as nuthatches, 
brown creepers, chickadees, and vireos- all of which use this forest.  
 
This Stand also has a good amount of large, coarse woody material on the ground from 
where large trees have died and fallen over. These habitat features, and the insects, 
fungi, and rodents they support enrich this forest stand.  
 

The location of this Stand also adds to its habitat value. Sandwiched between the lake, 
the beaver meadow complex, and the uplands, this Stand is a crossroads for the park’s 
wildlife.  
 

 
Figure 30: Yellow birch and coarse woody material add habitat value to Stand 8 

 

5.8.7 Forest Health 
 

The threats to forest health here are the adjacent infestations of exotic invasive plants 
and the threats to hemlock in general.  
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5.8.8 Unique Features 
 

This Stand abounds in unique features- both natural and man-made.  
 
Tuttle Brook winds its way through the Stand before emptying into the Lake. A long 
spit of high ground with spruce on it extends out into the wetland complex with a trail 
running along its crest out to the horse ring. Along the Babbling Brook Trail, natural 
bump outs allow birders to peer into the beaver meadows from the anonymity of 
overhanging hemlocks.  
 
Along the Brook, an old mill site and dam hints at the history of the area and the 
Elementary School has an outdoor classroom set-up nearby.  
 

5.8.9 Desired Future Condition 
 

This Stand is mostly within the Boullie and Brown parcels and is governed by the 
Brown Covenants. The desired future condition here is for the lowland hemlock to 
continue to develop here. Individual tree mortality will be managed where it impacts 
trails or the educational classroom, and small patches of regeneration will establish and 
hopefully thrive.  
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5.9 Stand 9: WH: White Pine and mixed hardwoods 

 
Figure 31: Stand 9 features a significant array of large pine 

5.9.1 Overview 
 

Located in the northern part of the park between Pond, Davis Mine, and Cyrus Stage 
Roads, stand 9 features many large white pines with associated hardwoods. Patches of 
white pine regeneration thrive in small openings and are ready to continue their 
development if given the chance. On the northeast side of Davis Mine Road, a well-built 
trail winds its way through huge pines and allows recreationalists to experience what 
this iconic tree species can do in terms of growth and stature.  
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Table 21: Stand 9- Summary Data 

Objective 
Stand 

 
Forest 
Type 

Area 
MSD or 

Size Class 

Basal 
Area 
Per 

Acre 

Volume 
Per Acre* 

Site 
Index 

 
Stewardship 

 
9 

WH-
White 
pine  

60.24 
acres 

13” 
WP: 20” 

153 ft2 
 

54 Cords 
 

WP: 71  

 

Table 22: Stand 9: Basal Area by Diameter Size Class 

 
 

5.9.2 Terrain and Soils 
 

The terrain in Stand 9 is relatively flat compared to the rest of Pelham Lake Park Forest. 
Wetlands, and wet depressions dot parts of the Stand. Generally, this is not a rocky 
Stand, although some stonewalls indicate that there are rocks in the soil profile. There is 
micro-topography with steep little climbs on the trails.  
 
The soils are mostly Millsite-Westminster, 3 to 8 percent slopes, rocky, and 8 to 15 
percent slopes, rocky, with a strip of Ashfield fine sandy loam, 1 to 8 percent slopes, 
along Pond Road.  
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5.9.3 Canopy Layers 

 
This is a heavily stratified pine stand with multiple canopy layers. A relatively evenly 
distributed white pine super-canopy stands nearly a full tree height above the other 
trees. This lower main canopy is made up of oak, spruce, red maple, and the most 
significant black cherry component of any Stand on the property. Below that, pockets of 
thick pine regeneration and areas of poles transition down to and understory that 
includes spruce, an occasional fir, hemlock, beech, and other hardwoods.  
 

5.9.4 Regeneration/Ground Cover 
 

The pockets of white pine regeneration are exciting in this stand- see photo below. 
There are also areas with significant red spruce advance regeneration- some of which is 
likely quite old. In the areas outside the covenant, this regeneration could be favored 
and brought along by small expansions of their gaps.  
 
Canada mayflower, starflower, Indian cucumber, and blueberries make up much of the 
ground cover and shrub layer here. Much of the ground supports a thick leaf litter and 
duff layer.  
 

 
Figure 32: White pine regeneration colonizes a small opening 
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5.9.5 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
  

In the northern tip of this stand, and adjacent to it in the wetland, Multiflora rose, 
barberry, and bittersweet are present and should be controlled as soon as possible. 
Across Pond Road, where it intersects with Cyrus Stage Road, a small infestation of 
Japanese knotweed is poised to expand and should be eliminated now.  
 

5.9.6 Habitat 
 

Dead and down larger white pines provide habitat value with both snags and coarse 
woody material in this Stand. The Stand’s proximity to the beaver meadow complex 
make it an important upland area for the waterlogged terrain there.  
 

5.9.7 Forest Health 
 

The invasive plants here are the primary threat to forest health and should be controlled 
as soon as possible.  
 

5.9.8 Unique Features 
 

The large pines of this Stand are its most unique feature- as well as the clumps of 
naturally regenerating pine. In a sea of mostly hardwood and hemlock forest, this Stand 
adds a nice level of current and future diversity.  
 
The beautiful wet areas in the eastern reaches of the Stand are easily visited along the 
Davis Mine Loop Trail as well.  
 

5.9.9 Desired Future Condition 
 

This is a place to maintain and cling to the pine that is growing here. Like Stand 6, this 
is both possible and desirable as the forest continues to develop. The small pockets of 
pine and spruce regeneration would be allowed to flourish and ascend to the canopy. 
Relic oak trees will continue to feed acorns into the regeneration pool. And, additional 
recreational trails could be constructed in and around the big pines along Davis Mine 
Road.  
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5.10 Stand 10- SS-Shrub Swamp- beaver meadow complex 

 
Figure 33: Deeper pools ringed by old beaver dams dot this area 

5.10.1 Overview 
 

The main feature of this wetland type is the beaver complex in the north central tip of 
the property. Also included are some shoreline areas along the Lake as well as another 
outstand beaver pond example on the eastern edge of Stand 1. Since the Park is mostly 
steep, upland forest, these wetlands provide valuable habitat and diversity to the Park 
itself and at the neighborhood scale.  
 

5.10.2 Terrain and Soils 
 
The wetland soils here are mostly Wonsqueak muck, 0 to 2 percent slopes. These are 
waterlogged soils with clumps of shrubs and red maples growing on elevated areas.  
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5.10.3 Canopy Layers 
 

Alder, dogwood, willow, highbush blueberry, ilex, spicebush, and sweet pepperbush 
make up much of the shrub component here. An occasional pine snag dots the 
landscape and provides cavities for ducks and woodpeckers.  
 

5.10.4 Interfering/Invasive Plants 
 
The invasive plant situation is the same here as for Stand 9.  
 

5.10.5 Habitat 
 

The wetlands of Pelham Lake Park are clearly biodiversity and habitat hotspots. Local 
birders frequent the riding ring and venture into the wetland complex there. The old 
beaver dams, lodges, and snags caused by past inundations provide habitat features 
and the thickets of shrubs host insects, bird nests, and perches for foraging birds. 
Standing water hosts crayfish, invertebrates, minnows, and small fish.  
 
5.10.6 Desired Future Condition 
 
Riparian zones provide valuable ecological services of water quality protection and 
habitat creation. This area will be undisturbed in its pristine condition 
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Section 6: Sustainable Forestry Practices Recommended for 2020-2030 
 
Based on the community-wide listening and education work of this planning process, 
the vision and goals we surveyed for, identified, and refined based on community 
input, and on the biophysical reality of what is going on in the forest right now, we 
present here the set of sustainable forestry practices we recommend the Town pursue 
over the next decade.  
 
Implementing these practices will require a sustained community effort, Town and 
State-level funding, and a careful, iterative, community-based consensus building and 
maintenance process as the Town attempts best serve the greatest number of it residents 
with the most broadly acceptable set of stewardship practices. 
 
We present each Objective as the Townspeople identified and prioritized it and in 
keeping with the brief summary table, Table 3, we present in this Plan.  
 

 
Figure 34: Oak Regeneration in Stand 2 
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Figure 35: Sustainable Forestry Practices Map 
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6.1 Discussion 

 Your community stated in survey results and during the Forest Stewardship Planning 
Workshops that you are willing to implement sustainable forestry practices only when 
they will support ecological function and the continual delivery of the forest’s essential 
services. The proposals below support this premise.  We strongly suggest that Rowe 
devise a consensus building process for the implementation of these recommended 
sustainable forestry practices to honor the spirit of this Community-based Forest 
Stewardship Planning Project. 
 

Practice 1 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

8 
9 
10 

HK 

WP 

SS 

Invasive Plant Control Measures ~5 acres 2020-2025 

  

Project Specifications: Integrative Vegetation Management (IVM) will be employed, 
through which each site will be reviewed, and decisions made for application of a safe, 
cost-effective, and environmentally sound method of control. The invasive plant 
communities are not extensive yet; and manual and mechanical measures might prove 
affective for control at this point. 
  
Mechanics of Practice:  Manual removal is expensive and time consuming but offers a 
chemically-free method of invasive plant control. Hand pulling or grubbing is often the 
quickest and easiest way to halt invaders when first spotted. However, roots that break 
off during extraction will sometimes re-sprout. Manual removal can also cause 
unwanted soil disturbance which can result in conditions favorable to invasive plant 
reinvasion. Frequent visits over the course of several years are often necessary for 
success with manual control.  
 
One form of manual removal uses digging tools. Digging tools rely on either operator 
weight or strength to uproot non-native plants from the ground. Some brand names 
include the Weed Wrench™ Honeysuckle Popper™, Root Talon™, and Extractigator™ 
or a Mattocks. Mattocks are the tool of choice when manual control is required. A 
mattock with an ax on one end of the cutting tool and the digging tool on the other is 
preferred over a pickax when controlling invasive plant species. For species that readily 
re-sprout from the roots, the entire root system should be removed. Sometimes it is only 
necessary to remove the crown and any rooted vine nodules.  
  
Hand Clippers and Loppers Hand clippers and loppers are required when 
mechanically controlling climbing vines or small multi-stemmed woody species. 
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Always follow the vine or stem to the point where it emerges from the ground. If you 
are unable to unearth the stem, cut as closely to the ground as possible and remove 
debris. To effectively control most non-native species, it is necessary to apply an 
appropriate herbicide to the wound. When this is not an option, it will be necessary to 
repeatedly cut when re-sprouts appear until there is no regrowth. 
 
For some species or densities, careful chemical control done by a licensed applicator is 
the recommended approach.  
  

Target Species and Stocking Densities:  There is a small infestation of bittersweet, 
barberry, and multiflora rose in the northern tip of the property and a small infestation 
of knotweed just across the road outside the park.  
 
Stewardship Discussions: Small Towns operate on a tight budgets and shortfalls to 
revenues are expected for western Massachusetts in the coming years. Rowe might 
commit financial resources to the provision of ecosystem services. Further public 
outreach initiatives can discuss the invasive species problem. Perhaps residents will 
motivate and participate in a volunteer program for simple manual removals of some of 
the plants. Grant funding from both Federal and State programs will be sought for 
assistance with this effort. 
 

Practice 2  

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

All All  

Assess and Map Trails and Develop Trail 

Maintenance Database and Tracking 

System and Follow-up with Completion of 

Maintenance and Infrastructure 

Development 

~15 miles 2021 

 
Trail Development and Maintenance Discussion:  

1. Preparation Phase: Segment the trail network into sensible zones for the record 
keeping system and efficient future maintenance. 

2. Field phase:  
a. Conduct a thorough GPS survey of the trail network and collect data on 

surface condition, degree of erosion or disrepair, immediate maintenance 
needs and those within a 5-year window, and frequency of use.  

b. Record trials or sections of the trails ready for retirement and construction 
of new trail routes. Current technology will allow for configurations 
within the tools for specific data points for the trail network.   

c. Collection of photographic data for the trail system assigned to each 
segment. 
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3. Develop an updated and modern GIS database with attribute tables referencing 
important criteria for seasonal maintenance scheduling. Coordinate this mapping 
and file archive with the image data from the field assessment. 

4. Complete both in-house maps and a publishable trail network map for site users. 

5. Using the data and database on the trails develop a seasonal, 5-year, and 10-year 

maintenance plan for the park. 

6. Implementation of the immediate and long-term maintenance plans by the 

Pelham Lake Park Commission and retain the services of appropriate businesses 

for help with these practices. Depending on the available resources each year, the 

availability of both Federal and State grant funds, prioritize the year’s work. 

7. When the funds have been secured, needs assessment and surveys conducted, 

feasibility studies done, and designs completed, the Park Commission would 

undertake the large-scale infrastructure changes to the park such as the proposed 

boardwalk into the shrub swamp/marsh site at the northern end of the park or 

additional bridge and wetland/bog crossing construction. 
 

Practice 3 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

 
All 

 

All 

Design, Construction, and Installation of 

Signage at trail heads, along the trail 

system, and at appropriate points for 

nature interpretation and educational 

purposes 

15 miles of trails 

and various 

sites around the 

park 

2020+ 

funding 

dependent 

 
Discussion: 

1. Current trail signage is relatively good, but aging. New signage might be useful 
for directional purposes, identification of permitted uses on segments of the trail, 
temporary closings for maintenance, trial access points, or parking opportunities.   

2. Rowe residents and broader community members use these trails extensively. 

Raising their awareness of the unique forest ecosystem within the Park, its role in 

the health and sustainability of the Park, and some of the unique eco-niches 

enhances their appreciation and willingness to protect this precious resource. A 

beautifully designed educational board near the entrance of Tuttle Brook into 

Pelham Lake that describes the function of a watershed, might encourage a hiker 

to take all their refuse home or discourage illegal crossing of these brooks in the 

future. 

3. The Park Commission and any interested community members can brainstorm 

access to funding for these projects.  
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Practice 4 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

2 HH 

Designation of a 20-acre reserve in which 

passive and active techniques are used to 

encourage old growth forest characteristics 

20 acres or more 2020+ 

 

Discussion:  

1. Agricultural use of the forest land in Rowe led to these relatively “young forests” 
(less than 125 years in general here). One cannot create an old growth forest, but 
old growth characteristics can be encouraged within a forest ecosystem by some 
simple passive or active stewardship techniques. Characteristics such as small 
gaps in the main canopy in which seedlings spring up, a few fallen trees on the 
forest floor and larger sized standing dead trees, species diversity, and high 
amounts of carbon storage. 

2. The easy access to this stand allows use of this technique for educational 
purposes and the ability of Park users to witness and appreciate the efforts. The 
stand already supports tree and plant species diversity with some exceptional 
maturing red oak, hemlock, and white pine. 

3. A passive or active approach could be employed here. Passive techniques simply 
mean “let nature takes it course”. If a high wind event blows over a swath of 
trees, leave the mess and see what happens (except for trail opening). More 
active stewardship techniques include: 

• Drop a few large-sized trees or a small group of 1 or 2 trees to make a patch 
opening in the dense main canopy to encourage seed germination. These 
removals increase vigor and productivity of the remaining trees. 

• Retain these fallen trees on the ground for future nurse logs and support of 
habitat values with woody material. 

• Designate legacy trees that are protected and allowed to grow their biological 
lifespan. 

• Girdle some large-sized, maturing trees so that there are large cavity and high 
perch/nesting opportunities. 

4. The Park Commission could explore the establishment of a study site within this 
stand by local academic institutions. If this project was a part of a long-term 
study, stand structure development would be documented and archived. 

5. Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife takes funding applications each 
year for unique habitat development projects on permanently protected lands.  
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Practice 5  
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

All All  Install ~25 Trailhead kiosks 
25 kiosks at key 
trailheads 

2021 

 
Trail Kiosk Discussion:  

1. How park guests engage with the forest depends on how well they understand 
the trails, the ethos of their use, and the logistics for using them well. Kiosks 
provide an efficient means to deliver this information as well as a posting board 
for lost socks, sunglasses, and jewelry. And, they can be distribution/collection 
centers for dog bags, maps, and donations.  

2. The Park Commissioners have applied for grant funding for this extensive 
project. Fortunately, the Town of Rowe’s participation in the Mohawk Trail 
Woodlands Partnership guarantees prioritization of funding for your Town and 
assistance with complicated grant applications.  

3. Once funds have been secured, the Park Commissioners and Park manager will 
begin the process of research on construction materials, designs, and installation 
with their own resources or professional contractors. 

 

Practice 6 
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

 
1  
 
4 
 

 

BB 

 

HH 

 

Enhance Habitat and Forest Structural 

Diversity by installing a small patch 

opening for early successional habitat 

development 

St.1: 10 acres 

one patch 

 

St.4: 2-5-acre 

patches 

2022 

 

Discussion:  

1. In Stand 1: Location- along the southeast section of the Davis Mine Loop trail. 
This allows for minimally invasive machinery access, creates a good 
counterbalance to the young forest that is aging out in the north of the Cersosimo 
Parcel, and allows the trail to be a mechanism by which people can experience 
the regeneration process.   

2. In Stand 4: Locate them removed from the spring seep areas and the drainage 
channels. 
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3. Placement of the opening near large crowned, healthy seed-bearers like oaks, 
birches, beech, maples, and pine increases the chances of a good seed catch. 

4. Retention of the coarse and fine woody material in the trees supports substrate 
development and snail feed. Wood thrushes enjoy high-calcium snail shells, and 
more feed will increase their numbers. Eastern towhee also requires high 
invertebrate populations that thrive in and around rotting logs. 

5. Designation of the patch in an area with low native shrub stocking allows for the 
possibility of planting some native fruiting shrubs for increased late fall feed pre-
migration for songbirds. This project could involve the community or school 
children. 

6. Soil conservation districts can often help with plant procurement and the State of 
New Hampshire Nursey also has a broad selection available each spring 

7. Equipment specifications would restrict size and acceptable weight bearing loads 
for use on the soils. Access road widths, road number, and road surface area 
would be minimized. Use of the past truck access points (landing sites) would 
prevent further development of roadside areas to discourage any post-project 
unwanted access. 

 

Trees to be Removed and Trees To be Retained:  

 

In Stand 1, fellings/removals would focus on diseased, poor quality beech in the 6-20” 
diameter size classes, but there would necessarily also be the felling/removal of some 
sawtimber-sized ash, oak, red maple, sugar maple, and yellow birch in the 14-20” size 
class to achieve the open-light conditions necessary to germinate a diversity of species. 
Trees 20” + would largely be left standing- either alive or girdled to provide habitat as 
they fall-apart slowly over time. 
 
Most of the volume would be from low-grade hardwood. Around the patch, healthy 
beech, yellow birch, oak, and maples would be retained. In a larger patch such as this, 
some trees can be retained for structure, seed source, and continued growth. 
 
In Stand 4, fellings/removals would include hemlock of all size classes, low-grade 
hardwood in the 6-20” size class, and some black birch and red oak. Again, larger, poor 
quality stems would be left standing for their habitat value. Healthy oaks, black birch, 
pine and the occasional cherry across all size classes would be retained in and around 
the openings for structure, seed source, and continued growth. 
 

Proposed Volumes and Basal Area Removals in Treatment Sites: 

In Stand would, removals could be expected to be ~40 MBF in sawlog material and 200 
cords of lowgrade material. This would remove/fell 90% of the basal area which is ~119 
ft2/acre   In Stand 4, sawlog volume could be expected to be ~60 MBF and lowgrade 300 
cords. This would also remove/fell 90% of the basal area which is ~137 ft2/acre. 
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Practice 7 
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

 
6 
 

9 

 

 

SP 
 

WH 
 

Forest Stand Improvement 

 

St.6: 6 acres one 

patch 

 

St.9: 2 acres  

2025 

 
 
Discussion: 

Their overcrowded condition suppresses seed germination, seedling development, 
individual tree vigor, and stand health. If some of the overstory trees were either 
felled and left on site or removed conservatively in a harvest project, the residual 
stand would improve its growth and small gaps would allow for seed germination 
on the forest floor.  The technique might involve simple removal of trees to widen 
the gap around the thickets of white pine seedlings present in Stand 9. Relatively 
small equipment with minimal site impact could be used. 

 

Practice 8 
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

 
2 
 

 

HH 
 

White Ash and Biodiversity Protection 5+ Trees  2021 

 
White ash grows well in the climate within the Park. Emerald ash borer has been 
recorded down the hill in Charlemont. The choice of five genetically superior, healthy 
white ash stems for inoculation against infestation will preserve this valuable species 
within the park’s forest ecosystem. Since ash is dioecious, it will be important to 
maintain specimens of both sexes. 
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Practice 9  
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

1  
2 
3 
4 

BB 

HH 

BB 

HH 

Plant red and white oak seedlings (large 

size) within the stands to increase the 

stocking levels of this species for habitat, 

biodiversity, and economics (carbon or 

timber). 

Dispersed 
planting over 
200+ acres 

2020-2030 

 

 
Discussion:  

1. United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Districts can often 
help with plant procurement and the State of New Hampshire Nursey also has a 
great selection of seedlings available each spring. Community donations could 
also be looked for from Franklin County nurseries or businesses. 

2. The planting could be privatized or conducted as a community forest outreach 
program with aid from local eagle scout candidates, high school environmental 
sciences classes, or interested Rowe residents. 

3. Prior to the actual seedling planting exercise, it is advisable to open the seedbed 
to added sunlight with the removal of thick duff layer around the plant site. 
Seedlings could be planted within the small gap openings from the tree 
removals. 

4. Given the herbivore populations locally, protection of the seedlings is 
recommended with plastic tubing or fencing. 

5. Red oak will survive a warming world well, and any resource invested in its 
perpetuation will enhance the climate mitigation capacity of this forest. 

6. Choice of planting sites should utilize natural openings with ample sunlight for 
healthy seedling development. 

7.  Grant funding for this practice could be sought from the Greening the 
Commonwealth Program, the DCR Community Forest Stewardship Grant 
Program, or future Mohawk Trail Woodlands partnership grant cycles. Give that 
red oak is a predicted species suitable for a warming climate, this practice may 
qualify for climate mitigation through forest grant sources. 
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Practice 10 
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

9 WH 
Installation of a wooden guardrail 

roadside near the bog 
100 feet+ 2021 

 
The small pitcher plant community nestled in the roadside bog on Davis Mine Road is a 
rare treasure in the park. Although chances are low for an unfortunate accident and 
unintentional hazardous waste spill along this road, protective measures would 
guarantee this uncommon plants’ sustainability in the bog. 
 

Practice 11  
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

All All 
Boundary (external and interior) 

Designation and Signage 
Full Park 2020-2022 

 
Boundary delineation allows through hikers to understand when they have entered the 
Park and what your expectations are of their visit. A delineation between covenant and 
non-covenant bounds provide shunters with a physical barrier for their range.  
 

Practice 12  
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

All All 

Development of an acquisition strategy or 

Conservation Restriction development 

strategies for long term protection of forest 

landscape- explore fund raising, grant 

applications, and continual information 

seeking on available, prized properties 

 2020-2030 

 
Rowe practices wise and sustainable stewardship of the park for the enjoyment of 
current and future generations. Your neighbors may not hold your long-term vision for 
the sustainability of forest ecosystems. Acquiring lands or promoting the establishment 
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of conservation restriction upon the neighboring lands secures their protection from 
development and loss of forest, and it would extend the careful stewardship philosophy 
outside of the Park’s current boundaries.  
 
The Massachusetts EAA offices sponsor various land acquisition programs for 
conservation purposes, and private foundation funding might also be considered if an 
ideal prospect is found. Local land trusts support neighborhood conservation restriction 
projects (one is underway with the Franklin Land Trust now with your neighbors to the 
west inclusive of Van Italie, Hicks, Molly Scott, Sargent family, and the Meyers family, 
which would establish a conservation restriction on close to 800- acres west of Mount 
Adams  along the Davis Mine brook and Maxwell brook watersheds).  
 
Having a documented plan for the process of purchase, research of the value, and 
negotiation on behalf of the park will facilitate the process when land becomes available 
in the future. 
 

Practice 13 
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

1  
2 

WK 

HH 

Develop either Town-specific Best 

Management Practices (BMPs or the codify 

as policy for the Town a set of BMPs 

Property-wide 2022 

 

Discussion:  

1. This practice supports the sustainability of the ecological services and benefits 

provided to humans from these forests-specifically a) the hydrologic cycle 

through which forests absorb water from soil and atmosphere and return it and 

filter it for its improved quality and b) Soil quality and function as forests filter 

toxins before they enter the soils, anchor soils in place, support microbial and 

microorganism activity to build soils, which support all life. 

2. Survey results and public comments indicate that the community shares a 

concern for the protection of water resources and soil integrity during the 

implementation of any sustainable forestry practices on the Park. 

3. The Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation has a set of 

BMPs for use when a timber removal project occurs. The Massachusetts 2014 

BMP Manual lists some minimal requirements for statutory compliance, and 

another set of suggested practices for the protection of water and soil. If 

silviculture is initiated on the Park, both the minimal and the additional 

precautionary suggested practices will be followed. 
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4. Written guidelines or at least a discussion of appropriate BMPs for the protection 

of water quality, soil integrity, rare, endangered, and protected species zones, or 

unique cultural sites (ice pond) are advisable for use during any future trail 

development or maintenance projects. 

5. Concern was presented about machinery use for any sustainable forestry practice 

in these woods.  Heavy equipment used on sensitive ground or under 

inappropriate conditions can change the landscape and soil function for a long 

time. This community process of standards documentation could consider a 

mandate for types of harvesting equipment permitted on the Town forests, 

scheduling constraints, and harvest protocol that supports minimal impact.   

6. This work might also address a policy for the oversight of equipment use on 

Town forest lands for the completion of any sustainable forestry practices. 

Weather it is accomplished via a detailed contract with any contractors that are 

privileged to work these lands or through a private consultant or Town official, 

language that conveys the needs of the community and the rigor of the Town-

wide BMP’s must be used.  

7. This process should also consider standards for the protection of culverts and 
commonly used roadways during any sustainable forestry practice that involves 
the use of equipment across these structures.   

 

Practice 14 
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

All All 

Completion of a Carbon Inventory Process 

and Verification of the Carbon Credit 

Equivalents within the organic 

components of this forest ecosystem and 

The Development of a long-range, detailed 

Climate Mitigation Strategy 

Property -wide 2020-2030 

 

Discussion: 

1. Accurate estimates of carbon in forests are crucial for forest carbon management, 

carbon credit trading, national reporting of greenhouse gas inventories to the 

United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change, calculating 

estimates for the Montreal Process criteria and indicators for sustainable forest 

management and registering forest-related activities for state and regional 

greenhouse gas registries and programs. While the inventory we performed to 

write this plan is rigorous and useful as a baseline, it does not meet the standards 

of a carbon inventory. 

http://unfccc.int/2860.php
http://www.mpci.org/home_e.html
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2. The Commonwealth and its Executive Office of Energy and Environment are 

exploring the use of   carbon marketing program for incentivizing the use of our 

valuable forests in western Massachusetts as a climate mitigation tool. When this 

program is launched, the Town might consider the development of a carbon 

program within their Town forests. 

3. The United States Forest Service offers technical assistance with the 

establishment of carbon friendly forestry practices (much like the ideas presented 

in this document) on municipal and community forest land. It may be helpful if 

the Town considered participating in a study or project with the United States 

Forest Service Northern Institute of Applied Climate Sciences case study on the 

Town forests. This process would provide detail about the condition of the Town 

forests with respect to surviving and thriving under different climate change 

scenarios into the future.  

 

Practice 15 
 

Stand 
Number 

Forest 
Type 

Sustainable Forestry Practice Extent Timing 

1  
2 

WK 

HH 

Development of a Monitoring Program 

and Documentation or Archive System  
Property -wide 2020-2030 

 

Discussion:  

1. As discussed throughout this plan, change is an inevitable part of all-
natural processes. The forest will evolve through the next ten years, and 
our climate will continue to change. One can wisely guess, but not 
completely understand today what threats or challenges this forest 
ecosystem will face though this period. The establishment of a record 
keeping system to archive the forests' current condition (this document 
could serve as your baseline description of the forest and its functionality 
in 2020) and the changes that occur with each growing season and 
weather cycles provides the Town with the flexibility necessary to work 
on solutions if problems arise. 

2. This responsibility could be hired out to a forester, a botanist, an 
environmental consultant or taken on by the Park Commission. 

3. Good record keeping and documentation will also position the Town to 
take advantage of any carbon sequestration, climate mitigation, or carbon 
credit marketing programs that arise during the coming years. Your Town 
invested the initial resources to complete this Forest Stewardship 
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Management Plan, and you can easily leverage the data, ideas, and 
stewardship issues presented here for future program development. 

4. Monitoring hemlock will be an important task over the course of this Plan. 
Keeping an eye out for thick crowns, dying trees, and regionwide 
reporting on winter Hemlock Wooly Adelgid mortality rates will help 
inform this effort. It is recommended to install 6 permanent monitoring 
plots throughout Stands 5 and Stands 8. 

 

 6.2 Community-based Forest Stewardship and Budgeting Planning 
 

The Town of Rowe wishes to be directly involved with any decision relating to the 
stewardship of their forests and the use of any sustainable forestry practices upon them. 
With the Park Commission, Rowe is well-positioned to solicit and discuss meaningful 
community input. Perhaps the most important thing the Townspeople would like is to 
be fully informed in a timely fashion whenever forest management work is planned. As 
mentioned earlier in this document, one way to assure full disclosure or any discussions 
relating to the Park would be to continue to rely on the Park Commission in its 
stewardship and community representation function. On a day-to-day basis, The Park 
Manager gets the most input and is in close communication with the Commission as 
well.   
 
Small Towns face financial dilemmas most budget cycles each year. Our current 
pandemic might enforce austerity measures for years. This Park Commission can stay 
current on grant funding opportunities (Federal and State as well as private 
foundations), complete applications, and supervise the direct supervision of the grant 
itself and all work on the Park or retain a third-party for such supervision and 
implementation.  
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Section 7: Signature Page  
 
Check each box that applies 
 

☐   CH. 61/61A Management Plan I attest that I am familiar with and will be bound by all 
applicable Federal, State, and Local environmental laws and /or rules and regulations of the 
Department of Conservation and Recreation. I further understand that if 
I convey all or any portion of this land during the period of classification, I am under 
obligation to notify the grantee(s) of all obligations of this plan which become his/hers to 
perform and will notify the Department of Conservation and Recreation of said change of 
ownership. 
 

☒ Forest Stewardship Plan. When undertaking management activities, I pledge to abide by 
the management provisions of this Stewardship Management Plan during the ten-year period 
following approval. I understand that if I convey all or a portion 
of the land described in this plan during the period of the plan, I will notify the Department 
of Conservation and Recreation of this change in ownership. 
 

☐ Green Certification. I pledge to abide by the FSC Northeast Regional Standards and MA 
private lands group certification for a period of five years. To be eligible for Green 
Certification you must also check the box below. 

   ☐   Tax considerations. I attest that I am the registered owner of this property and have 
paid all applicable taxes, including outstanding balances, on this property.  
 
Signed under the pains of perjury: 
 
Owner(s)_____________ Date     

Owner(s) Date    

I attest that I have prepared this plan in good faith to reflect the landowner's interest.  
Plan Preparer: Mary K. Wigmore: MFL #250 Date    
 
I attest that the plan satisfactorily meets the requirements of CH61/61A and/or the Forest 
Stewardship Program. 
 
Approved, Service Forester Date    
 
Approved, Regional Supervisor Date    

In the event of a change of ownership of all or part of the property, the new owner must file an 
amended Ch. 61/61A plan within 90 days from the transfer of title to insure continuation of Ch. 
61/61A classification. 
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Appendix A: Ecological Forestry  
 
The use of Ecological Forestry (EF) principles strives to maintain the ecological 
processes of water filtration, carbon storage and biodiversity protection within a forest 
ecosystem. Ecological Forestry is a silvicultural philosophy that perpetuates forest 
ecosystem integrity at a landscape spatial scale while continuing to provide the full 
suite of ecological goods and services as discussed previously in the Forest Stewardship 
Management Plan. It is an appropriate silvicultural tool to meet the integrated goals of 
management on the Park. Ecological Forestry depends upon the continuity of the forest 
structure, function, and biotic communities before and after any harvest disturbance to 
the ecosystem. If your community accepts a silvicultural harvest, or a forest 
enhancement activity, it is planned and executed to mimic natural disturbances and 
processes. Therefore, these projects follow a wide gradient of size/shape from the 
individual tree to small patches/gaps to entire stands.  
 
Each disturbance frees up growing space in the forest yet retains many of the elements 
of the original forest such as standing dead cull trees and legacy mature stems. 
Structural and compositional complexity is preserved or created during any 
disturbance. On the Park land, there is already a complex mosaic of species, size classes, 
and natural features. However, it is largely a middle-aged forest and management here 
can seek to guide portions of the woods toward both a younger set of forests, and an 
older forest condition replete with the structural complexity and messiness that this 
generally entails. The proposed old growth enhancement area (See Practices Map) will 
grow undisturbed towards biological maturity, some individual trees within stands will 
mature, and some sites will mimic larger scale disturbance for the creation of young 
forest. This process blends the preservation of refugia sites and mature forests, and 
could also include regeneration harvests, variable density thinning, and crown thinning 
for the improvement of individual tree and stand vigor, habitat, carbon reserves, and 
biodiversity. 
 
Longer rotation ages (in excess of 200 to 250 years) for the best site-suited tree species 
and longer periods between harvest disturbances (cutting cycles set to 20 to 25 years) 
allow for the development of the desired structural complexity within an area post 
disturbance. The community plans and executes a disturbance regime schedule after a 
thorough identification and mapping of all the environmentally or culturally sensitive 
zones upon the watershed. With this approach, critical resource sites such as functional 
riparian zones or seep collection fonts or culturally important structures such as stone 
walls and cellar holes are located and protected. Longer rotations also accommodate 
species specific adaptations amongst the forest to climate change. 
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The following seven elements guide the field application of ecological forestry practices:  
 
1) forests have intrinsic value,  
2) humans need to extract products from the forest,  
3) silviculture should follow natural processes as much as possible,  
4) foresters should plan for the long term,  
5) forestry is implemented at the stand scale but must be in balance with the larger 
ecosystem,  
6) the social and economic context matters, and 
 7) science and place-based experience should guide silviculture.  
 
These guidelines would form, if necessary, the silvicultural tenets that guide 
prescriptions for the stewardship of the Park  
 
The next discussion states the harvest standards and guidelines necessary for the 
protection of the ecological function 
 
Forest Management Standards for the Silvicultural Application of Ecological Forestry 
on Rowe’s Pelham Lake Park 
 
Goal: Use of sylvicultural-based timber harvesting within the EF context for the 
maintenance and development of an all-aged, species rich, structurally complex, 
biodiverse, natural filtration watershed forest.  
 
Standards or Practice:  
1. Apply current and generally accepted scientific principles from the 2014 
Massachusetts Best Management Practices manual to conserve soil and water quality 
across the managed sections of the watershed forest. 
 
2. Apply current and generally accepted Ecological Forestry silviculture principles for 
native biodiversity protection as a standard for the managed sections of the watershed 
forest. 
 
3. Establish long term (200  to 250  year) rotations (time necessary to produce the 
desirable management crop on the watershed) and establish 15 to 20 year intervals 
between harvest disturbances within any give management unit on the watershed 
forest unless more frequent entries are necessary for salvage due to pathogen damage 
or regeneration purposes. 
 
4. Prevent the movement of sediments into the riparian zones and its riparian corridor 
of seeps, streams, wetlands, and swamps during any silvicultural harvest work. 
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Conduct all silviculture harvests under an approved Massachusetts Chapter 132 
Harvest Cutting plan and in full compliance with Massachusetts Chapter 131 The 
Wetlands Protection Act. 
 
5. Establish and maintain all access/truck roads, skid roads, and landings areas in 
compliance with both the required and recommended best management practice 
guideline in the 2014 BMP Manual. 
 
6. Avoid wetland area crossings during any harvest operation, establish and maintain 
appropriate stream crossings for logging machinery and operate the machinery within 
these crossing areas in strict compliance with both the required and recommended best 
management practice guidelines in the 2014 BMP Manual. 
 
7. Locate and map all vernal pools within designated harvest areas and plan the harvest 
with strict compliance with all the required and recommended best management 
practices guidelines in the 2014 BMP Manual for vernal pools.  
 
8. Establish ~50-foot filter strips around all designated and mapped riparian zones 
across the Forests, which are zones essential to the collection and movement of 
groundwater across the forest ecosystem and into the riparian zones. Restriction of any 
harvest or entrance into the riparian zones or their 50-foot filter strips. 
 
9.  Conduct annual interior service road inspections and conduct annual maintenance of 
the culvert system and periodic erosion control measure installations along this road 
system to prevent roadbed degradation and the potential for increased erosion and 
runoff along these road networks.  
 
10. Survey the property (ideally in early spring) and identify in finer detail the 
important hydrologic features of a proposed harvest site and mitigate for water quality. 
Protect surface waters and wetlands by appropriately locating roads before harvesting 
begins and applying other all BMPs. 
 
11. When logging in and near the forested wetlands, avoid rutting and other damage by 
cutting when the ground is frozen or sufficiently dry to support the type of equipment 
used. 
 
12. Before harvesting within or near rare or sensitive wetlands, consult with the 
Massachusetts NHESP for their most recent Conservation Management Practices for 
site protection during harvest work and these CMP’s would be implemented. 
 
13. Comply with all Conservation Management Practices if necessary, from the 
Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program for the protection of 
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any state listed and priority natural communities identified within the managed 
sections of the watershed forest. 
 
14. Designate a wetland buffer adjacent to forested and non-forested wetlands. A 
buffer's effectiveness increases with its width. Sensitive wetlands require larger areas of 
upland to reduce the risk of disturbance. 
 
15. Designate no-disturbance zones inclusive of steep slopes, highly erodible soils, 
known threatened and endangered species habitat, rare plants and exemplary natural 
communities, or nests.  
 
16. Leave the areas closest to the stream, pond, or wetland un-harvested to provide 
increased protection to aquatic habitats and allow a reliable long-term supply of cavity 
trees, snags, and downed woody material. Larger zones will increase the protection of 
non-timber values; however, no-harvest zones may not always align with ecological or 
silvicultural objectives.  
 
17. Retain trees with cavities, standing dead trees, downed logs, and large superior 
canopy trees. 
 
18. Maintain the boundaries of the Forests for protection against trespass and illegal 
uses of the site. 
 
19. Implement strategies for invasive plant control on the Park. 
 
20. Everywhere, apply appropriate methodologies matched to site specific conditions 
for the protection of biodiversity. 
 
 


